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"That was some Republican 
rally,"  U.S. Congressman Ed Zs-
chau mumbled 
sarcastically,  after 
speaking at 
what  was billed as a 
"Pro-Reagan 
Rally."  
Zschau, R -San Mateo,
 was met 
more vocally by anti -Reagan 
senti-
ments than by any push to re-elect 
the heavily favored GOP candidate 
as he spoke Monday to about 50 peo-
ple in the Student Union Amphi-
theatre. 
Before introducing the con-
gressman, Matt Leipzig, President-
elect of College Republicans, urged 
a 
contingency
 of 15-20 anti -Reagan 
sign carriers, "Let's keep things 
civilized." He also asked them to re-
member that "we are all Ameri-
cans." 
Zschau then briefly took the po-
dium to say that, since the crowd 
was small, he would give an infor-
mal talk rather than a speech. Fac-
ing his audience from the lowest tier 
of the 
amphitheatre,
 the 44 -year -old 
politician expressed and 
defended  
many of his own and Reagan's 
stances, particularly those concern-
ing the current administration's in-
volvement
 in Central America. 
In a short 
introduction,  Zschau 
discussed "three
 critical issues 
fac-
ing congress": 























ence, but was strongly
 challenged 
when he spoke on foreign 
policy. 
Zschau addressed the conflicts 
going on in 
Central  America by 
starting with the disclaimer, "It is 
impossible to come up with black -
and -white solutions," but 
quickly  
went on to 
support U.S. involvement 
in El Salvador. 
Salvadorans have 
the opportunity to achieve a democ-
racy, 
he
 said, so now would not be 
a 
good time for the United States to 
withdraw,  
He has visited 
El Salvador and 
talked 












 that they can 
make 
democracy work. 
With  all the U.S. money 
pouring
 
into the last election in El Salvador,
 
a member of the audience 
ques-
tioned, "Is it a real democracy?" 
Zschau 
responded  that he had 
also been 
skeptical,  but when he 
traveled to 
El Salvador and saw 
things for himself, he 
was convinced 
the elections
 were legitimate. 
In 
the midst of his reply, 
how-
ever, he was interrupted 
with  a quip 




 when I went 
continued
 on back page 
Frisbees fly 
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A giant frog 
invaded  the fountain yesterday,





Miksad was hoping froggy would turn into a handsome prince, or 
Miksad, a biological 
science senior, 


















Dan  Koga 
The Women's Center has se-
lected two new co-coordinators for 
next 
spring and is still searching for 
a third. 
Associated Students President 
Kathy Cordova and Essencia 
Radio 
Program co-coordinator Maria 
Lynn have been 
chosen  to take over 
the positions of the Women's Center 
for the next two 
semesters.  Accord-
ing to the center's co-coordinator 
Karen Hester, 
the two were selected 
by the current position holders. 
"They'll be two excellent coor-
dinators," Hester said. "They'll be 
able to work together well. I feel the 
Women's Center will be in great 
hands."  
Cordova hopes to help the Wom-
en's Center "take on a new direc-
tion." There are a lot of changes she 
would like to make since there will 
be new co-coordinators and be in a 
new location, Hester said. 
Both Cordova and Lynn list 
their  main goal as being to increase 
the center's outreach and to appeal 
to a wider variety of students. Lynn 
said the Women's Center has, in the 
past,
 had the "...were here, come to 
us," attitude. She added "outreach 
is a big project and my main con-
cern."
 
Another change Cordova listed 
is to make the center more socially 
active as opposed to being more po-
litically active. 
"Primarily
 the center, over the 
past year or so, has taken
 on a more 
political
 overtone. But I'd like 
to see 






Lynn  said the social 
and
 politi-
cal  overtones of the 
center can be 
combined to 












What is the proper role of inter-
collegiate athletics within a univer-
sity? This rather sticky question 
was one of many posed to Dr. Rich-
ard C. Bowers yesterday as he ad-
dressed an 
audience  primarily com-
prised
 of faculty members. 
Bowers
 is a candidate for the 
academic vice 
president  position va-
cated last year by 
Hobert Burns, 
and as such he is required 
by the 
AVP selection
 committee to go be-
fore an open 
university forum.  
Visiting SJSU 
from  the Univer-
sity of Maine at 
Orono,  Bowers took 
the position that 
dollars spent on in-
tercollegiate sports
 have "gotten 
out  of hand from a national point of 
view.
 
"I don't think athletics should 
compete for the same dollars" with 
academic programs, Bowers said. 
"It bothered me to find out they do 
here."
 
At the same time, he acknowl-
edged the politics involved, saying 
sports is important 
to any university 
as a public relations avenue. 
"We had some real problems 
with our alumni," Bowers said, ref-
erring to the termination of some 
sports programs while he served as 
president of the University of Mon-
tana. "I don't think the impact ( of 




athletics as a 
constructive release from the
 pres-
sures of college courses, 
saying
 su-

































































































































SJSU's status as 
a commuter cam-
pus without any sense of community 
life. Lectures and seminars apart 




"This is not a problem exclusive 
to commuter 
campuses,"  Bowers 
said, who had the same problem as 
administrator for two 
residential  
colleges.
 The solution may 
be for 
teachers to stress such 
activities  as 
"a component of student's 
total  edu-
cation," he added. 
In addition to administrative 
stints at the 
University  of Montana 
(1974-82)
 and the University of 
Maine (1982 to the 
present).  Bowers 
served as vice president and provost
 
at Northern Illinois University from 








 idea of women's 
issues is po-
litical," she said. 




was to get 
women in business and 
engineering 
more involved
 with the center, 
to 
create an established program for 
peer counseling and 
to bring in more 
women's  drama events. 
Cordova applied  
for the Wom-
en's Center 
position  after she failed 




 with a new -
college major
 and an emphasis 
in
 
social science, said she decided 
to 
apply for the position since she has 
"...been  concerned with 
women's  is-
sues for a long time."





that she has gained from her 
presi-
dency will be 
very
 helpful to her new 
post. Although she said she thinks 
she will be less 
pressured,  she 
added, "...in some ways it's going to 
be more power than in the presi-
dent's position," because she said 
she won't need 
the approval of the 
AS. Board. 
Lynn, a junior
 majoring in polit-
ical science and women's
 studies, 
said of Cordova, "I like her
 a lot. 
She's a real powerful woman and 
her experience in 
A.S. will help a 
lot." 




on KSJS between 6 p.m. 
and 7 p.m. on Tuesday nights, said 
that 




Both  will be helping to move all 
of the center's resources,
 which is 
currently in storage because 
of a  
lack of space in their temporary of-
fice in the 
Administration  Building. 
Although they realize it will be a lot 
of work moving into a new location. 
they are looking forward to starting 
their new positions. 
Hester  said the 
present  co-cordi-
nators will help 
train  the new co -
coordinators 
for  "...as long as 
it 
takes."  This will include
 showing 
them  how to handle
 the center's fi-
nances.










pretty  well, 
there  will not 
be "...a 
whole  lot of training





Center  is 
still  
searching 






 needed for 
applicants 
are a 
qualification  for 
work-study,  
a basic 
knowledge  of 
SJSU,  the ability 


















that I've claimed 
one billion souls for
 the 








 you're dealing with a 
group  that claims au-
tonomy, but practices
 control, then you have 
a legiti-
mate discrepancy








 began in  1972. 
Moving  through 
the  tiny 
city of Paducah, 
Kentucky from his 
home  in San Ber-
nardino,  a young Chicago




 bride established a 
halfway house 
for 
teenagers  with drug 
problems. At the time,
 Bob 
and
 Rose Weiner 
had recently 
become  born-again 
Christians and
 sought to help 
troubled  kids 
through
 the 


















 and is 
active  on about 
90 college 
campuses  
in the United 














gained  a 













devotion  to 
Jesus  
Christ.





























note:  Warren 
Bates
 spent 
















 members and theolo-






 Some of the 















campus to campus, many members spend long hours 
holding Bible study and worship 
meetings  
and  are con-
stantly seen on campus student unions 
distributing lit-
erature and preaching their word. 
Their message for the college crowd 
is the world 
must be saved. 
However,





which has become prevalent in 
the  past two years: Be-
hind 
the fundamentally -based 
teachings,
 the group is 




"glassy eyed" robots 
unable
 to perceive reality in 
the outside
 world. 















organizations  across the country. 
The
 review, which
 began in 
November  of 1982,
 was 
prompted
 in part by 
Maranatha   which 
wanted to be 
certified as a valid
 Christian group 
 and, in part, 
by
 
parents  of 
members








was  having 
on
 





























the  review 













get  their 
children  
out

























































































































said  last 
fall






had  to be 
placed  in 
mental  
facilities
 because of their involvement. 
Haworth cited the case of one Maranatha member 
from the University 
of  Waterloo, Ontario who cas-
trated himself. Haworth claimed this was a result of 
the group making the student feel guilty about a prom-
iscuous past. Bob Weiner, Maranatha founder and di-
rector, said at the time that the student was heavily in -
Christian Investigative
 Committee findings 
on Maranatha Christian Ministries, May 8, 
1984. 
mcm has an authoritarian orientation with poten 
Hal negative
 consequences for members 
Rank and file 
members  have not been encouraged 
to think critically discerningly)
 about the teach-
ings of MCM 
 MCM has experienced considerable adversarial 
relationships with families of 
members 
MCM has a tendency to make some individuals 
overly dependent upon 
the  organisation 
 MCM leaders foster feelings of spiritual elitism 
0. Until we see
 more evidence of change in the lives of 
people being impacted by MCM. we 
would not recom  
mend this group to anyone. 
volved 
with




"Are we going to shy away from
 those in need be 





















Brown  vs. Topeka 









practiced on a state
-run campus. 
The Department
 of Defense has





As units of the 
military,  that policy
 
also applies to campus 
ROTC  and AFROTC 
programs. 
However, this
 conflicts with the
 Califor-
nia State 










 Both are re-
quired by federal law. 





 for military serv-
ice? The military 
has failed to follow 
a syllo-
gistic line of reasoning:
 if A equals B, and B 
equals C, 
then A equals C. 
We
 can't figure 
out what the missing variable 
is. 
Is 
homosexuality  a 
terminal  disease 
that
 
one gets from drinking 
out  of a dirty glass? 
Or, heaven
 forbid, can one get 
homosexual 
cooties from handling a 
dirty gun? Or could 
it be that the
 military, in a need for warm 
bodies 
to
 maintain its ranks, is 
made up of 
the ignorant, the 
uneducated and  the 
unskilled
 who continue to be afraid 
of what 
they 
don't know, and would rebel 
at having 
the 'tainted' amongst themselves? 
The  courts have 
consistently
 skirted the 
issue of whether or not
 this discrimination is 
legal. There is a 
difference,
 they say, 
be-
tween saying you're 
homosexual  and prac-
ticing it. A person can
 be denied military 
Oarticipation or 
discharged for the latter.
 
However, it's okay to say
 it. 
One of 





 Air Force 
spokesperson  
for the Pentagon,
 is "national 
security."
 If a 
person was 
discovered  to be a 
homosexual,  
he said, they 






 But, if it was
 
not  against the rules to 
be a homosexual, 
then how could they be 
blackmailed? 
There is no 
immediate 
resolution  to the 
conflict. The 
constitution says
 that national 
law  takes precedence 
over state law. 




never  comes 
without
 a fight. 
Even  the mili-
tary isn't
 hopeless. Both
 blacks and 
Japa-
nese 
were  not 
allowed
 to serve in 
the mili-
tary; those
 laws are 









precedence  over, 
campus  policy 
has been 
established.  And 




group  is denied the 




The only remedy 
a campus can take
 isto 
cancel  its ROTC 
contract.  It 
sounds




 has in the
 
past
 exercised her 
authority
 by inaction, in-
stead 
of
 pursuing an issue aggressively. In 
other words, the likelihood 
that this univer-
sity 
would make a statement 
by cancelling 
its 
contract is almost nil. 
It will be a battle.
 It won't be a short 
one;  
neither will it be 
an
 easy one. But it is 
worth-
while and necessary. 
Nowhere is it 
written that being homo-
sexual means you're 
incapable


















People perceive George 
Steinbrenner  as a menace. 
Fte fires his management 
employees  in the name of "re-
atisignment."  He 
criticizes
















See  Steinbrenner 






understand  the 






 to go by 
tdeusands
  in 
Yankee  Stadium.
 But when 
he
 gets up in 
lie 
morning
 he sees in 





 no wrong, 
and is proper 
in blaming 
all  fail -
ere
















If you don't 
think so, 
explain  America's
 fondness for 
Ronald  Rea-
gan. 
Reagan cannot be 
blamed
 for anything. The 
Midaie  
East peace
 plan was an atrocious




 is a mess, but don't blame
 Rea-
gan. 
Reagan can't be blamed for money taken from so-
cial programs and poured into the military vault, be-
cause America has 
priorities.  Don't blame Reagan if 
those priorities are misplaced, he's only the President. 
Deficits play havoc with our budget and economic 
policies employ a reverse Robin Hood technique, steal-
ing much more from the poor than the rich, But it's not 
Reagan's fault. With all the waving and smiling he did in 
front of a billion people in China last month, you'd think 
everything was peachy -keen and wonderful in the good 
ol' U.S. of A. 
But to take a look behind the pearly
 whites and avu-
cular persona is to see 
a man that is not in control. The 
narrow-minded "leader" is blinded by too many factors 
to be rational. He sees neither the forest nor the trees, 
opting instead to 
gaze
 upon some faraway mountain. 
Look at the people that Reagan has appointed or 
recommended for appointment.
 Has there ever been a 
more failure -fraught bunch of clowns? The list reads 
like a roll call from 
the Hall of Failure: James Watt, 
William Casey. Anne Burford, Martin Feldstein 
and  oth-
ers. His hope of installing
 Ed Mess, oops, I mean Ed 
Meese, as Attorney
 General is evidence that Reagan is 







Soviet  Union has 
decided to 




 That's the 
simple part to 
un-
derstand  
the  confusing 
part  is why. 




in  the 1984 
Summer  Games 
is because the 
Reagan  ad -
Ministration 
won't  guarantee 
the








 to think 




 behind the 
boycott. Maybe












 Moscow to 
protest  the 
inva-
iipn of 
Afghanistan  by 
Soviet  troops. 
If

















 play at 
yours." 
 Maybe
 it is 
worried
 that some





 by force. 
Or maybe 




 and the 
people
 of the U.S.
 and 
the Soviet 
Union,  that 
the
 relations 






 a bad 
note.  
  
But it could 













 in the 
Games  in Los 
Angeles. 




still  upset 

















 Union by 
kidnapping 






















































now  it is 
having a 
dom-
ino effect. So far, seven other 
countries  which are allies 
of the Soviet Union,
 have also decided to boycott the 
Summer 
Games.
 That is probably just the beginning. 
Who knows how many other countries will follow its 
lead? 
But that's just one part of the issue. Think of the So-
viet athletes who are going to suffer from not participat-
ing in the 
games.  They are the real victims of this mess. 
Most of them spend their whole life 
"shooting for the 
gold" and now they possibly have to give up their 
dreams because the Soviet Union and the U.S. can't
 
seem to get along. Some 
of them might have the oppor-
tunity to participate in the 1988 Olympic 
Games  in 
Korea, but for most of the 
athletes  this is their last year. 
Another part of the issue deals with what the overall 
effect this boycott will have 
on the Olympic Games. 
Most people are looking at it from the perspective that 
this would mean more medals 
for the United States. So 
what! How 
could  this be considered the 
Olympic
 Games 
in the true sense of the 
Games,
 if half of the countries 
which




 for this boycott is unclear right now, but 
most likely it has political
 implications. The whole 
Olympic tradition is being sacrificed because
 of the po-
litical chaos
 that exists between the Soviet Union and 
the United States. The 
Olympics are at least 2,500 years 
old and it's a shame that politics and two 
countries'  in-
ablity to get 
along  have to interfer. 
The reason for the Olympics is to bring nations to-
gether and have constuctive 
competition.  Now it's being 
used as a political instrument to 
complicate  relations 
between
 the United States and the Soviet Union even 
more.
 
I guess they are thinking the United
 States did it 
first, so 
it
 has the 
right  to do 




When will this all end? I can't wait to see what hap-
pens within the next four years before the 1988 Olympic 
Games. I wonder who's going to boycott the Olympics 
then. Maybe it 



































 had a 
smiling 
visage, 










would  have 
been 












 approach to 
the presidency




 conning his 
way into the 
cockpit of a 
jumbo 










is a little 
rough,
 and when 
the plane dips
 5,000 feet in 
a 











turbulence,  but 
we'll
 stay the course
 and 
safely reach our 
destination,"  he'd say. 
And
 you feel his 
sincerity all the 
way down to your toes. 
As the flight continues,
 Reagan puts the jet on auto-
pilot and falls 
asleep.  While he's dozing, a 
big bird on a 
suicide mission rams 
a hole into the body of the
 plane 
and  hundreds of bodies 
tumble
 to their deaths. Co-pilot
 
and 
fellow prankster James Baker tries 
to shake Rea-
gan awake to let 




 later, Reagan's navigator comes 
over the intercom poking fun at 
minorities and hand-
icapped people. 
When he re enters the passenger com-
partment, this smallish bald-headed navigator, wearing
 
thick eyeglasses, is greeted with boos and hisses. Rea-
gan,
 still in the daze
 of slumber, tells Baker to ask the 
navigator 
to "cut it out." 
The plane begins 
to whirl and bounce as if it 
were a 





holes while the 
passengers




earlier  in the flight, so 
appropriately  hot air is 
blowing.  The flight 
attendents, all 
males,  start stum-
bling  and falling in 
the  aisles. Reagan, 
still in a fog but 
slowly coming
 around, is 




 plummets directly 
toward
 earth at 
alarming
 speed. Almost 55 
percent
  the "roundabout 
percentage of loyal 




 comfortably, still in their


























































deceived  by 
Reagan's 







once,  it really 
won't be 
Reagan's 






















 papers, prof says 
To my students
 of English IA: On the 
resignation  of 
a 
colleague,  Dr. Rosenberg. 
As we all 
know,  sickness destroys  can and will 
de-
stroy 
both cells and souls. It is 
commonplace
 in our.cul-
ture. We need only 
look at the sick and the impoverished
 
that
 sometimes cross our campus, picking 
up aluminum 
cans 
or heading off to the 
wine  shops on East Santa 
Clara.  To talk unfeelingly 
about  them is as easy as 
lift-
ing the lid of a garbage can. 
We all know of 
course, that the truth 
about  the na-
ture of ourselves, 
the  provable, factual, 
devastating  
truth that makes the
 world go 'round, is 
necessary
  as 
Walter Lippmann 




 not go to a doctor to hear
 lies, you will re-
member.
 
The ways of presenting 
truth, however, are as var-
ied as our
 friends and enemies. Sometimes, as one of 
the 
great truth -seekers implied in his 
last great play (a play 
read in 
the  Humanities Program), the truth 
that de-
stroys  the harsh, cowardly, 
ego-grubbing truth that 
reaches for the sensational, calling attention to itself, 
badgering 
others  for a catchy morsel (that eventually 
swells the stomach)  such truth, as Ibsen suggests in 
"The Wild Duck," is better left alone.
 
As you will remember 
when  we compared 
Machia-
velli and Martin 




 and the way men 
present
 themselves to attain 
their  goals, whether to 




 those ends we 
desire.  The front page 
arti-
cle in the 
Spartan
 Daily ( May 14) on 
a colleague of mine 
was an example of such 
corruption.  
It may 
sell papers, but it 
sickens  the soul. As 
you  
will
 remember, King 
tells  us that you meet 
the sickness 
that envelopes 
our lives with 
firmness,  but also 
with hu-
manity and care. 
This may not make 
you a "success," 
but you 
will sleep more 
comfortably















































none  of 
the 
events  



































































The purpose of the week 
was to create an awareness 
of the issues surrounding the threat of nuclear
 war.Tiis 
week was a great success for all who 
attended. How-
ever, it's unfortunate that more students,
 faculty and 
staff did not take advantage of this wonderful opportu-
nity to learn about
 the single issue which desperately af-
fects all of our lives  and
 deaths. 
The tragic display of apathy 
demonstrated the epi-
demic of unwillingness to confront the reality
 of the im-
pending threat,
 the absolute horror of 
nuclear
 war is dif-
ficult to face, but, 
only  by confrontation, education 
and  
enlightenment,  can planetary 
annihilation  be avoided. 
This  is not a partisan issue. Nuclear
 destruction 
does not abide by ideological categories. 
We hope that the unexpectedly
 low attendance at 
our events does not reflect a coinciding lack of concern. 
Education is available through many sources, and it 
is our responsibiity 
to
 educate and involve ourselves as 
individuals. 
The excuse that "I am only one; what difference 
can I make?" could be 































































































































































































































































































 teen-age daughters 
were driving 
me crazy, they were 




me through some of the 
crises
 in the 
transition from full-time 
homemaker  to full-
time
 student and reporter. 
Along the way, I've learned to be a 
full-
time person. What happens at home or with my 
children is still important, but
 it no longer de-
fines who I am. This summer, through the jour-
nalism internship program, I'll be moving out 
into the real world. Although there 
have  been 
times this last nine months when sitting in an 
empty 
house looked appealing, the challenge of 
being out in the world has been
 exciting and re-
warding. 
There's still a lot to do with the rest of my 
The 
forum 
page is your page.
 The Daily en-






and cartoons are those of the author. Editori
 
als appearing on this page are
 the opinion of 























































































































 her two younger
 sisters left 
for a 
three-week vacation
 on their grandmoth-
er's farm in 
Oregon. In the silence
 that filled 
my empty house after








 of my 
life. 
After marrying
 at age 19, I 




 a full-time 
wife  
and mother. 
When  our youngest
 daughter en-
tered 
first grade. I went
 back to school, 
earned  
an
 A.A. degree at San 




Then we moved; my oldest 
daughter was 
having trouble in 
school,  and 1 decided I was 
needed at home. 
But, as I realized last 
sum-
mer, those
 days are almost 
over.  My two 
younger  daughters are in 
high school; ins few 





So fall of 1983 found
 me relearning my way 
around
 the campus. Actually.  
I first came to 
San Jose State as a 





 of high 
school, and
 just a 
few  months 
before
 I got married.
 
At the 
time,  the 
Student
 Union 














my friends in 
the old cafeteria
  now the 
home of student
 programs and 
services  to 
drink coffee




 was growing, 
JFK  had 
just been 






 years later, I'm ready to graduate.
 
These last 
two semesters have been 
challeng-
ing, 
but  exciting. Last fall, wending 
my way 
across
 campus on those 
brisk  fall mornings, I 
sometimes 
wondered,  "What am I doing
 
here?" 
Why would I 
want  to get up before the sun, 
leave  home at 7 
a.m, while my 
family  still 
slept, search
 out a parking place
 and walk four 
blocks
 to an 8 a.m,
 economics 
class?



















time as the 
oldest  reporter
 in the Spar-
tan Daily 
newsroom.  









 on my 
traditional




husband  and 
children have 
had to learn 














himself at the 




 his last 20 
years. When 
one of the 
girls had
 trouble at 
school,  her 
father  got the 
phone call. I was






 LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR  
Tearing
 up 
ROTC  field 
will 
only





the ROTC field into 
a 
parking lot need to be re-
considered. It is true that 
the  closing of the dirt lot on 
San Carlos Street will 
leave San Jose State stu-
dents and faculty 
with 400 
less 
parking  spaces; how-
ever, turning the ROTC 
field into an employee 
parking lot shouldn't be the 
only proposal considered. 
Not only will 
students
 be 
deprived of an intramural 
sports field, but the pro-
posed parking lot will also 
cause greater traffic de-
lays







 street garage 
in 
the mornings is already 




 fight the 
traffic know.
 The new 
parking lot
 would draw at 
least 400, 








This would make 
parking 
at peak 
times  a true test of 
patience.  The wait is al-
ready as long as 
twenty
 






early morning traffic, the 
parking lot would 
detract  
from the serenity of the 
campus. Looking out the 
window into a 
parking lot 
full of 
vacant  cars isn't 
what I consider 
beautiful  
Students  and faculty have 
been working hard to pre-
vent San 
Jose State Uni-
versity from becoming just 
another commuter 
cam-
pus. Placing another park-
ing lot in the middle
 of the 




 of making 
stu-
dents find another place 
for 
their  intramural 
games,  and the band 
an-
other location to 
practice. 
an 








be considered. Why 


















Pikes need to show a little 
compassion for all, pastor
 says 
The juxaposition of two 
articles concerning the Pi 
Kappa Alpha house in last 
week's Da ilys presented an 
interesting irony. On May 
8, a story about the Special 
Olympics
 for the mentally 
handicapped  mentioned 
the commendable efforts 
of the Pikes 
in providing 
support
 and entertainment 




 on May 9, a 
member of the Pikes, com-
menting on their hoped
-for 
move 
to Ninth Street, re-
marked, 
"The
 best part 
about
 being surrounded by 
hallways 





















 and the As 
sociated Press 
Published daib 
by San Jose 
State  University 
during the 
academic
 year The 
opinions 
expressed
 in the paper 
are not necessarily 
those of the 
Department  of Journalism
 and 











accepted  on 
a remainder
 of semester 
basis 
Full  academic year. $15 Each 
semester. $750
 Off -campus 




funded at $ 35 per participating
 
student by a subscription grant 
from Associated Students. 
which has no authority over edi-
torial policy or news content. 
which has granted unconditio-
nal funds to this newspaper as a 
service to the community of 
SJSU The Spartan Daily is 
solely responsible for policies 
and content of this 
newspaper  
Phone 








Postmaster Please send all ad 
dress corrections to Spartan 
Daily, Sin Jose Slate rinser 
silty. One Washington Square 















"hallways" are the 
same 




Special  Olympics? Or 






athletic  events? 
Fur-















 should be 
treated
 with respect 
and 
human 
dignity?  Is 
there a 
literacy
 test to 
enter 
the  
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SJSU Theatre Arts 
Department is 
being cre-
ated by the 
Professional  

























































Jose  Athletic Club at 
196 N. Third 
St.,  will fea-
ture dancing to live
 music, 








Kopp's  84,000 
targeted,  





right,"  he said. 






tions. Kopp hopes 
that 
these firms would match 
the 




















the  basis 
of










would  come 
from the 
inter-
est  the fund 
earned, 
which  












would  be 
an alumni
 party 



































































radio  station KSJS 
will know -
next week 
whether  they 






Wyrick,  general 
manager for 






'We can now be 24 hours 
a day, seven days a 






and said that 








 will use the
 computer to 
update the 
playlists
 they send to 
record 
companies,
 for billing 
and  mailing lists,
 
and  to develop 
an index to keep
 track of 
the 
approximately  









 plans to 
pursue  the 
change of 









tried  to get the 
station moved 
to 
the Student Union this year. They wanted 
a higher visibilty and more
 central loca-
tion for KSJS but were voted down by the 
Student Union Board 
of
 Directors. 
"That was our only major letdown of 
the 
entire  year," said Wyrick. "I'll have to 
talk to Ron (Barrett) again.
 The Rec Cen-
ter was the big 
issue  for them." Barrett is 
the Student Union director. 
KSJS had to shut down last summer,  
but will continue its airplay over the sum-
mer this 
year. 
"Dr. Lull, by making 
me a staff mem-
ber, 
we
 (KSJS) can now be 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, 365 
days a year, and it 
should 
always
 be that way," said Wyrick. 
Before, the station would
 have to shut 
down while the faculty adviser was on va-
cation. 
"That's 
not  real radio," says Wyrick. 
Besides their 
regular format, which 
Wyrick  says is being 
smoothed  over and 
refined, the 
station will be 
broadcasting  
San Jose's Tapestry 
in
 Talent festival on 
June 29,30, and July I. 
All public 
affairs programs will con-
tinue 
next  semester at their 
same  times, 
and two new shows 
will  be added. "To The 
Point" and
 "African People" are both 
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 will be 
his  first 
working
 day 
in his new position. 





















































"But  I 
worked  as a 
sergeant
 here last 
year, for 
about  10 
months,
 and the 


























































































































































































BOTH  OF THESE
 LEAGUES 
ARE  OPEN TO 











































































































































































































 symbolic here. 








 a penny 
pick  it up and 
for the rest 










same  team 
when they left 
Fresno.
 
Prior  to 
a three
-game encounter with the Bull-
dogs, 


















the  Spartans were a 
dreadful
 4-13.
 And none of those 
wins came  





sweep  by 




decked  the Spartans. Yes, they beat the eight 
count, but
 they 
stumbled  around in a daze the rest of the 
year. 
"Losing
 to Fresno, that took the 
life out of us," Spar-
tan center fielder 
Scott Rettig said. "Every team 
has that 
one goal  they want to win the 
league. After that, noth-
ing 
else  is 
important.  You




 out of it, 
what was 
the use of 
going  out 
and  break-
ing our 
butts.  What 
did we have
 going for






every  Spartan points to the losses against 
Fresno as the sounding of the death 
knell. But it easily 
could have been
 a different story. 
Unlike last year, when the Bulldogs beat the Spartans 
by the gaudy scores of 13-4, 7-4, 13-0, 8-0 and 5-1, 1984 was 
different. 
The Spartans rolled into Fresno and promptly put five 
runs on the 
board  in the first 
inning
 off tough 
Vince Bar-
ger. But nothing else went right for SJSU the rest of the 
weekend. There were things like a three -run
 homer by 
Scott Buss off 
Ron  Rooker in the fourth inning. Rooker, at 
that 
juncture  of the season, seemed untouchable. 
It finally ended in the 10th 
inning.
 Garrett Crough hit 
a rocket into the night
 sky for a 6-5 win in front of 2,450 
fans 
at
 Beiden Field. 
Then
 in the third game, 
Fresno pinch -hitter 
Larry  
Studdert
 laced a ball into the
 gap in left -center 
off  Steve 
Olson
 for a 4-3 win in the 
eighth  inning. In a span 
of two 
days.
 the Spartans had gone





"That took the air out of 
us,"  Menges said. "We 
weren't the same 
team
 after that. We were 
missing that 
little extra pizazz." 
While the Spartans
 were physically on the 
field the 
next week, 
their  minds were back 
in
 Beiden  reliving 
the Crough home run, 
visualizing  the Studdert 
single.  If 
only 
Rooker  hadn't dished it 
up, they thought. If 
only
 
Olson had thrown a 




and  over the dreams 
went.  
"We've  rehashed 
that so many 




a bit of bad luck 
in the weather.







tans were scheduled to have played a 
double-header  
against the University of San Francisco April 18. It rained 
hard that Wednesday, so the Spartans thought
 they 
wouldn't be playing the Dons until the following week. 
But Thursday morning, Menges received a call from 
USF head coach Ken Bowman, who told Menges the Dons' 
field was playable. 
Menges had to alert his team within an hour. Five 
players never made the trip. With a patched up 
lineup, the 
Spartans lost both games to USF, a team that finished 7-
23, but
 was much 
improved,  
"I told you USF would give people problems," 
Menges said. "We committed hara-kiri losing to those 
guys." 
Some Spartans felt the double-header loss to USF was 
just 
as disastrous as the Fresno sweep. 
"We never should have agreed to play 
USF under 







quick  start, 
only
 to fizzle out
 even faster. 
Webb said.
 
Now,  the 
Spartans
 had dropped 
to 11-7 and had
 nearly 
fallen  out of 






Mary's  College 
kept
 morale up. 
But it 
was over  
and  the 
Spartans
 knew it. 
Fresno 
hadn't
 lost since 
April  
8
 and it 






 it all. From
 11-2 in 
mid -April 
to 15-15 in 
May. The 
Spartans, 





University  of 




"It was a 
strange 
season,"  
























First base: Dwayne Graybill 
was a phenomenon at 




 a one -





ner on a high throw, fielding any 
grounder
 













hardly garnered any recognition. 
"Some
 scouts didn't
 even know 
he was out 
here,"  said 
one Spartan. "He's too lackluster." 
Indeed,
 Graybill took 
things a little 
slow, but his glove
 
has major leagues
 written all over it. 
Second base:
 Captain Lou 
Holt, a scrappy,
 intense 
character, had a rough 
year




rors. He was able 
to turn the doubleplay
 nicely, but  ate 
teammate 
said
 he "lacked the 






 struggled this 
year," Menges 
said. "It was 
hard on 
him.




hate  to 
see it 
happen to somebody like him." 
Shortstop: Tom 
Krause hovered near the .300 mark 
for most of the season. He also made only 13 
errors, down 
12 from last year. 
Krause, who was 
drafted  in the 18th round by the San 
Francisco Giants in 1982, opted to stay 
in
 school back 
then. He won't pass up the chance to go pros come Junee 
Third base: Ken Caminiti hit .353 overall and led Of 
team in most offensive categories. He's a likely pick in 
the 
June  draft. 
 
Catcher: Reggie Simmons made the 
transition  from 
right field to catcher in midseason without much diffi-
culty. Simmons was consistent





Rettig (.275), Paul Mason 
(.299) and Mark Saucedb 
( .246) were the 
primary outfielders the 
last
-half of the 
season.  Menges had not complaints 
about  their perfcr-
mance. 
v 
But the trio combined for just one 
home run  hit bp,. 
Mason last Wednesday against Fresno. 
In comparison, Fresno had a outfield  that averaged 
about six homers per man. 
Nonetheless, Rettig, 
Mason and Saucedo were more 
than adequate 
defensively.  Rettig made just two errors 
in 
120 catches, Mason four in 86 and Saucedo two in 40. - 
PITCHERS 
The Big Two, Steve Olson and Ron Rooker, combined 
to star' 
nearly
 half of the Spartans' 60 games. Of the 489 





Talk about overwork. 
"Every week they were throwing in a 
big game:"; 
Menges said. "Sometimes, they pitched
 without mueb. 
rest." 
But when there wasn't much else, 
Menges had Ivo, 
choice but to give 
the  ball to Olson or Rooke.-
Entering the Fresno series, the duo looked unstoppa-
ble. Rooker was
 7-3 with a 2.77 ERA, Olson 7-3 with a 2.8Q 
ERA. 
But the constant work began
 to take its toll. Olson fin-
ished 
8-9(3.40
 ERA) and Rooker 7-9(4.38
 ERA). 
Menges, meanwhile, searched and searched for 
consistently effective No. 3 man. But no luck. Kevin 
van, Danny Martinez, Huck Hibberd and Terry Adams alt 
had their days, but not 

















































 was hired a 
Stanford on Dec. 14 
to replace Paul Wiggins as head foot 
ball coach, the SJSU athletic department
 acted quickly 
'laming Claude Gilbert to replace Elway a day later. 
Gilbert was initially hired by SJSU 
in
 1981 as the de-
fensive coordinator for Elway. Prior to that. Gilbert was 
head coach at San Diego State. where he compiled a 
61-25-
2 record. Twice the Aztecs won conference titles. But 
after a 4-8 record in 1981, the Aztec athletic department 
grew disgrunted. Gilbert recently talked with Joe Rode-
rick about his past, and his future as the new Spartan 
head coach. 
Q: Why did you
 leave San Diego State? 
A: I got relieved of my job. I didn't win enough 




Q: So at that point you got a hold of coach Elway. 
A: He needed a defensive coordinator. Through a mu-
tual friend, we got together. I was looking for work and he 
needed a coach. It worked out very nice for both of us. 
Q: You built San Jose State into national power 
against the run. 
Two  times in the last three years the 
Spartans  have been nationally ranked against the run. 
A: Our defensive teams have performed very, very 
well in the last three 
years.  We've been pleased with our 
play. Statistics say one things, and sometimes that can be 
very misleading. We've
 been nationally -ranked in rush-
ing defense a couple of years. 
It's
 been misleading be-
cause 
we've  been a very dynamic pass -rushing team. 
We've thrown quarterbacks
 for losses via the sack. And of 
course  that is taken off of the 
rushing
 stats. Overall, I 
think the 
defensive  play has been outstanding. 
Hopefully
 
we can continue that trend.
 
Q:
 A lot of people looked at coach 
Elway  as the offen-
sive genius and you
 as the defensive genius. But when 
you 
were at San Diego State, they
 were known as a prolific. 
former
 
passing team. Is it going
 to be fun to get your hands back 
into the offense? 
A: Yes, I really enjoy coaching all phases of the 
game. I've never really considered 
myself necessarily an 
offensive genius
 or defensive genius or a specialist of any 
sort. I have experience in all phases of the 
game.  I think 
from a head coaching 
position,  it's important that a head  
coach be 






 to take a 
close  look 
at
 
our defensive structure. The defense 
will  pretty much be 
the same as it's
 been the last couple of years.
 I'll probably 
be working a little closer 
with
 the offense. That doesn't 
mean to say 
that I'll absolutely be running 
the  offense. I 
think we have an extremely
 capable man in coach Terry 
Shea, our offensive coordinator. 
He's really brilliant 
coach in term of the passing game. So he's got to be al-
lowed to coach the 
offense.  What we've done this spring is 
restructured  that's not quite the correct term either 
 
we've built our own 
offense
 so to speak. It's been fun. 
Q: You talk about building 
the  offense, would one as-
pect be the H -back (a running back who lines up in differ-
ent 
formations)?  
A: That's a style of offense that's 
probably  been the 
most dramatic trend in offensive football today. The H -
back offense sounds really 
revolutionary, but it really 
isn't. It is simply in 
most cases an I -formation running 
attack. But by being able to move that back around in a 
variety of positions there are a lot of formations you can 
use. It's an offense that a lot of people are using these 
days, like my old boss
 Don Coryell of the San Diego 
Chargers and Joe Gibbs of the Washington Redskins. 
Q: Where does the H -back line up at? 
A: He lines up in a 
variety of positions. He can line up 
in
 the backfield like a fullback, or 
he can be flanked out in 
different 
positions
  in double or triple formations.
 We 
can use him in different motions.
 He's kind of an all-
around, all-purpose 
kind of football player. He carries the 
ball some, and he may be a very tough, consistent
 blocker 
and a good receiver  kind of a combination 
fullback,  
tight
 end player. 
Q: Who are some of the 
leading
 candidates for the H. 
back position at SJSU? 
A: Keith 
Tatum,  a newcomer out of 
Bakersfield Col-
lege and Donnell 
Hawthorne,
 a running back who 
has  
some experience with us. 
@: Is the H -bark a 
drastic






 It's not a dramatic change.
 It's a 
little different style 
in utilizing our personnel. 
But offen-
sively, style
-wise  it's very close to what
 we've used in the 
past. 
Q: Is coach 
Shea
 a big implementer of 
the  "new" of-
fense? 
A: Coach Shea 
has  been a big part of it.
 Of course, we 
all built the 
offense  together. When it 
comes  right down to 
the final decisions. 
I make those 
decisions.
 But coach 
Shea is 
certainly
 a force in the 
construction of our 
offense. 
Q. Coach Shea
 comes from Utah
 State. Was he 
also
 
relieved of his duties there? 
A: 
Oh no. I actively 
recruited  him pretty 
heavily. 
We're very, very 
fortunate to be able 




 coach Elway landed
 the job at Stanford,
 the 
administration  here
 acted very 
quickly.




 search for a 
coach.  Why was that 
so? 
A: Time was of the 
essence  because of the 
nature  of 
our recruiting 
style.  Any kind of delays
 would have been 
disastrous 
to the program. I was
 obviously pleased 
with  
the way they 
handled
 it. Fortunately, they 
felt reasonably 
confident  there was a man on the 
staff who was qualified 
to take the position and so 
the timing was right  the tim-
ing was right for the
 university and the timing
 was right 
continued

















students  out of 
college. That's 




student  loans now 
enable 
most  kids to get the 
education  they need. 
And 
Imperial  Savings wants to 
help.  
We have 
the money to lend, and




 just drop by any
 of our branch 
offices.  
We'll be 
happy  to give you 
all the details. 
We want to help.
 Because a student 
loan
 is an 









































 ever get the 
urge to swim 
2.5 kilometers 
through ocean swells,
 ride a bicycle over 
112 miles of lava 
flats and 
then run a 26 -mile marathon? 




crazy,  but for SJSU 
junior Kelli 
Gott,  this 
ordeal, 





ultimate athletic goal. 
Gott
 is a triathlete,







in this unique 
combination of events. 
"People  look at 
me
 and shake 




they think I'm 
crazy because 
that's what I 
thought when I 
first heard of the sport." 
Gott was bitten by 
the  triathelon bug 
back
 in 1982. "A 
friend of 
mine showed me an 
article  in a runner's 
mag-
azine,"
 she said. "He knew 
I was into running and
 swim-
ming and he 
suggested  I give it a try," 
Gott's
 reaction? "I told 




 performance major 
gave it a try, and 
she's 
been trying it ever since.
 Gott is currently training
 
for her sixth triathlon,
 the one she hopes will 
qualify  her 
for next
 year's Ironman Triathlon,
 held the third week in 
October, in Kona, Hawaii. 
"The Ironman is every





 she will have to 
finish




upcoming United States Triathlon Series event. "I'm 
shooting for the Long Beach Triathlon on June 
2 or the 
San Francisco 
Triathlon on June 10," she said. 
Both events 
are a scaled down version of the ordeal in 
Hawaii, consisting of a one -mile swim, a 40 -kilometer
 bi-
cycle ride and a 10K run. 
Gott has had success in 
similar  events not sanctioned 
by the 
USTS. Her best finish was a fifth in the 
Fleetfeet 
Triathlon last Sept. 
24th. She also placed 25th out of 250 
women in the Seal Beach Triathlon 
on






















































occurred  on June
 
2. Gott was 
training 
in the 
hills  above 

























































her  bout 































 it 'triathlon 
nervosa.'
 I got 
to the point 
where  I was 
running














results?  "All it did 
was




 over -training by 
working  
out 
with  fellow 
triathlete
 Janine Talty. 
"Neither 
of us 
has  a 












someone  to pace 
you. I've learned





 quantity. I've put the 
sport  in per 
spective.










 to know exactly 
how 
much to 























 aspect of the sport is equally demanding. 
She's developed a technique to overcome moments of fa-
tigue.  
"When I'm training I try to match the intensity of  
competition. When I get 






race with a strong finish," Gott said. 
A swimmer by nature, Gott is most at home in the 
aquatic portion of a triathlon. Stops on the SJSU and Long 








was five, so that's naturally
 my best event," Gott said. 
"The running gives me the 
most trouble. I hope to run a 
couple marathons before I try the 
Ironman."  
Another part of the sport Gott has





"I spend between 
$800 and $1,000 a year," she said. 
"When you get 
done paying for entry fees 
(usually 825 to 
$30), bicycle 
parts,  swim suits and shoes it really starts to 
add 
up." 
Gott said she's 
looking
 for a sponsor to 
help ease the 
financial 





some intrest in 
sponsoring  me," she 
said, "and 





 sees quite a 
few triathlons 
in her future. 
"It's a part 
of
 me now: 
it's
 inside of 
me,"  she said. 
"I 
want  to cross 
the finish line
 exhausted 




 what  I strive












































 for a 





































helping  people get 















































































































































































 It really was a very 
satisfying
 toe 
and  a 
very fun 






 me to serve
 as kind of the head 
coach 
of










 a head 
coach  has.to 
from
 that 





reallys  fun 
thing;
 it was very therapeutic for 
me 





 the last 





But it was fun being 
defensive
 3ordinator 
(at  SJSU). It 
gave





closer  with the players, and 
just 
work on 
' and 'o' football.
 I was having so 
much fun I 
really  did t worry 
about  the future so 
much. I didn't nec-
essarily
 Lye a plan set 




Jst  naturally transpired. 
I will have to admit 
that as tse progressed
 over the last three
 years I be-
came  a lile more itchy to get 
back  in the saddle again as 
head coal. Once you've been there it's 
kind  of a special 
feeling.
 
Q: Mere pressure on you from the administration 
to win a 
CAA  championship in the next couple of years? 
A: Think the administration 
wants  us to be as suc-
cessful I we can possibly be. I don't think there's any 
undue 'assure on us to win a championship this year, 
next ye or any other year. I think the pressure will be 
self-impsed. Our philosophy in that regards is working 
as harcis we possibly can to  ensure
 that our players have 
the mainum chance
 for success. After that, we'll let the 
chips 
IA where they 
may. 
Q:$
 this team a rebuilding team or is 
this a team 
that ca 
contend
 for the title? 
A: think you can categorize 
us
 as a rebuilding team. 
We lose lot 
of
 good players last year, but 
we
 have a lot of 
new lies
 we're counting on to 
play for us. We still 
have
 





nether  we are going
 to be able to 
or
 not I don't 
know.t's
 hard for me 
















in here, we 
essenally






toward  next 
fall as a 
team
 that 
doesn't  have 
a 
chant  to 
compete




 that we 
are  ging to 
be capable
 of 







predict  who 
will win the
 PCAA 
































































 a little 














 they'll be 







 It will 
be a highly 
competitive 















By Paul Lloret 
Although  the semester ends on 
May 
25, some of SJSU's athletes will still 
be
 
competing into the early days of June. 
And many of those athletes will be 
gunning for team and individual cham-
pionships well into the middle of sum-
mer. 
Here's a rundown of what's in store 





The Spartans will be going for their 
second NCAA title
 when they travel to 
Houston, Texas to participate in the 
22nd
 annual NCAA Golf Championships. 
May 23-26  at the 
Bear
 Creek Golf and 
Country Club. 
Earlier this month, SJSU won 
its 
seventh PCAA title in Fresno. The 
Spartans feature a balanced squad led 
by senior Carl Lundquist and juniors 
Grant 
Barnes  and Dan Coughlin. 
Freshman Larry Silveira was the 
medalist at the PCAA championships 
and will be 
counted on to help SJSU in 
its bid for a national championship. The 
last 
time  the Spartans captured the 
NCAA title was 
in
 1948, when the tour-




 be up against 
stiff competition at the NCAAs. The 
University
 of Houston, the host school, 




pion, has again qualified. Both schools, 
along with Southern 
California,
 UCLA, 
Florida, Oklahoma and Brigham 
Young University (ranked No. 1 
throughout
 most of the year), will be 
among the powers present at the tour-
nament. 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
The Spartans will be gunning for 
their first national title, as a result of 
receiving
 an at -large bid last week to 
the NCAA finals. The 12th -ranked Spar-
tans will be on hand at the Innisbrook 
Golf
 and Country Club in Tarpon 
Springs, Fla. on May 
23-26  to join the 17 -
team field. 
SJSU was 
one of seven schools
 that 
received an at -large 
bid to the tourna-
ment. Schools which were ranked in the 
top 10 received 
automatic




 coach Mark 
Gale, the 
Spartans  have suffered 
from
 
a lack of depth. 
However,









Walsh leads the team 
with an over-
all average of 76.53, 
Chiarelli  averaged 
a 77.67 this 
season,
 followed by Ipken-
danz (78.43) and Brown (78.67).
 
Gale 









Fla  ito  be 
big 
favorites










 to finish 
in the 
top 
















































again  this 
season,




 the SJSU's 
athletes 
from posting
















with  the help 
of its strong 
weight 
squad 









Felix  Bohni, 
hammer  
thrower  Kjell 
Bystedt, and
 shot putter 
Jim 
Doehring.  All 
three athletes 
qual-
ified  for the 
NCAA 



















the  first 
pole 
vaulter, and














































inished  in second





 He will 
compete 
against  his rival,
 Fresno's 
Matt















 put event  
with a 
toss of 64-312.
 Doehring set 
per-





Doehring's  best 
mark of his 
career is 65-0 3/9.
 
The NCAA meet
 may be the last 
one for Ernie
 Bullard as head 
track and 
field coach at SJSU. Bullard is one of 




 the USC, his alma mater. Bul-
lard, who graduated from the Los An-
geles  school in 1959 and has been coach-
ing at SJSU for 16 years, expects the 
Ron  Fried 
SJSU's 











































 SJSU's gymnastics season 
has been over for more
 than a month, 
Spartan
 gymnast Roy Palassou's
 sea-
son is just be 
beginning.  The All-Ameri-
can is one step away 
from a berth on 
the
 U.S. Olympic team. Palassou
 qual-
ified for the Olympic 
trials  June 1-3 at 
Jacksonville.




 the pre -Olympic trials
 last 
weekend at Northwestern University. 
The senior Spartan has 
to finish in 
the top eight  to land a spot on the Olym-
pic team. Of the
 18 gymnast who 
qual-
ified for
 the Olympic trials,
 eight will 
be
 selected to 
represent  the U.S.
 
Of those 




 in the 
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Vine  and 













* Special Graduation 
Dinner
 * 
Lobster Thermidor  ic 
Calarnan Appetizer 
plus 
Complimentary  Wine $ 1 1 95 
Or 
Veal Parmesan u  Soup or Salad 59 95 
* Regular
 Specials * 
Early 
Bird  Dinners 
10 Special Items 
plus  Soup or Salad 
$,5 95 
Sun-Thurs
 4 30-0,  30 











Veal*  Chicken. 
Steak
  Shellfish  
Plus: Catch 
of the Day 
* Happy 
Hour * 
Mon -Fri 4 30-7 30W. !I Drinks Si 
00Call  Drinks El 50 
* Dance to Live Music * 
Thursdays, Fridays & Saturdays 
996-2332
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 Flavor of 
japan
 























Saturday 5:00 pm 
 9:00 pm 
Sunday 
4:00
 pm  8:30 pm 
CLOSED
 
MONDAY    
YOUR FUTURE MAY HINGE 
ON THIS DECISION! 
.... if you 
hate
 been thinking about your future 
and have decided on a career in the recording 
and music industry, then you owe it to yourself 
to investigate the opportunities that are open to 






In the course of one year and up to 800 hours of 
concentrated study and hands-on experience. 
you will learn about the business, the laws, 
ethics, 
and economics of the industry. You will 
learn about recording, 
engineering,  electronics, 
studio
 maintenance,  synthesizers,  audio/visual 
production 
techniques,
 and much more ... No 
wonder 80% of our graduates have
 found jobs 
















 school  is accredited 
by the Accrediting
 Com-
mission of the National
 Association of Trade and 
Technical
 
Schools,  INATTS), approved by the Calif. 
Superintendent
 of Public Instruction, approved for 
Veteran training, and 
authorized
 under Federal Law 
to enroll non-immigrant alien 
students.
 
It is also en-
dorsed  by the 
National 
Academy
 for Recording 
Arts 














We specialize in Iamb
 chicken piA., ral 
Vegetarian and
 non vegetarian curves 
Try
 
our  Tandem Chicken and Shepards Pie 
All our dishy'', 
me
 Fin 
Style  mild or hot 
Beer kind Wine 
EAT HERE OR TAKE OUT 
!se"' 
ni Marsha), 
2845 Merl di an 
Avenue 
Hacienda Garden Shopping Center 
Sin Jose 
978-7021  






























































































































































 Resumes  
Business  & Personal 
Cards  
 




 & Announcements  
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Summer  Savings 
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 Town & Country 




















































































































































































































Choose  from a 
variety of 
personal
 poses & 














































Helping you meet your specific 
health care needs with a wide 
range of in home services 
 RN 
 HHA 





"The thing we do best is 
care."  
CAMPBELL  






aree  looking for R.N.s or 
students available for 


















 Nurses Aides 
 Live Ins 
130 RACE 
ST.,  SAN JOSE 
14081
 9 9 8-4
 4 5 7 










































































































































Sunnyvale (off El- Ca mino ) 







Temporaries  provides 
relief staffing 24 hours/day 


























































































(408) 2 5 


























 the Clown 
available for private 

















































WEDDING  SETS 
CIA GEMOLOGIST & HURRY FOR 
BEST SELECTION 
GOLDSMITH
 ON PREMISES 
























 Net ha 
Thacker
 
For  Tony Carrillo,




Administration  and 
Higher  Education,




 for the 
financially 
troubled  San Jose
 
Unified School
 District was just 







 this month that 
Ramon 
Cortines
 of Pasadena 
had been chosen 
unamimously by 
the Board of 
Trustees to head 





 and applause 
from the audience














 ended an intensive
 four -
month search for
 a new leader for 




became the first 






September  after the 
bankruptcy 
filing that
 she would not
 seek renewal






 adviser to 





 smile as he 
praised the 
board  members 
for the time and 
effort they had 
expended  in the 
search.
 
"1 have never 
seen  a board ever 




noting  that one board
 member es-
timated he 
had spent 92 hours
 on the search 
in the month 
of April alone. 
The search began in 




 a field of 12 applicants to serve 
as
 consultant 
to the board. He has served 
as a private consultant to 
school districts in 
superintendent  searches for the last
 12 
years. 
"This is, of course, something 
that I do beyond my 
role a6 a professor here,"
 Carrillo said, although he 
noted  
his activities as a 
search consultant do open
 doors for the 
School 
of Education, providing it with 
both
 credibility and 
contacts.  
"My life is school administration
 and how to make the 
institution  of schooling 
more responsive and 
responsible 
to the people 
who pay the bill," 
Carrillo  said. "So those 
two 
kinds of interests are 
meshed  very nicely when 
you 
serve as a search
 adviser." 
From  the beginning,
 Carrillo stressed 
the importance 
of the 
search  process, which he 
designed  to be open to the 
community. 
The number 
one issue in the district,
 Carrillo said, is 
,low 
morale, stemming 
from a lack of trust 
and commu-
- dication.
 Therefore, he designed 







 the reverse  of the 
usual  superintendent 
7:op:arch,
 which is about 
10 percent open, he 
said. 
.  7 "If that 
process
 is public and 
open
 and very involv-
ing,
 which this has been," 
Carrillo said, "two things
 
hap-
pen. One is that
 it begins a healing, a 
rebuilding process." 
 . The second is that, 




 that they've had their 
say, that they have 
been 
involved,  and therefore, 
will stand ready to 
support
 
Ifie board's selection." 
:'My 
life is school administration 
and how to 
make  the institution 
of schooling more responsive
 
and 
responsible to the people 
who pay the bill.' 





and Higher Education 
Board  President Michael Honda
 commented on this 
feeling
 of involvement at 




 noting a feeling 
among community 
members that they had
 "ownership of the 
choice."  He 
said the time 
spent  by committee 
members who had 
worked on the search was





"It  was a good process,
 it was a healthy 
process  and a 
healing one," Honda said. 
The 
formation of two 
advisory  committees, 
designed  
to provide
 input to the board from
 the district and the 
community, made 
a major contribution to 
the openness of 
the 
process.  The board 
determined
 the number of 
people  
on each committee
 and the groups 
they
 were to represent.
 
Each group then 
selected
 its own representative
 and an 
alternate.  
S. J . 








 from the advisory 
committees  of 
special
 programs in the district, 
parent -teacher organiza-
tions and other 
community  groups, for a 
total  of 23 rep-
resentatives
 and 23 alternates. 
The board 
also







 a personnel director
 from IBM, 
Norman
 Kreiser, and the 
director  of employee 
relations  
at
 the San Jose 
Mercury
 News, Jim 
Schober.  Board 
mem-
bers 
also  appointed To 
Thi
 Dien to represent 
the large 
Vietnamese 
population  in the 
district,
 which was 
other-
wise not represented. 
'I 
think  this has been a problem 
in 
the  district over
 the last seve-
ral  years  the 
suspicion  that 
things 
were  being done behind
 
closed doors that should
 have 







district Bilingual Education 
Advisory 
Council 
was represented on the 
community  committee, 
teachers  from the Bilingual 
Caucus of the San Jose  
Tea-
chers Association
 were concerned that 
bilingual  educa-
tion
 had not been given enough 
importance in the evalua-
tion of the district's
 needs. 
Carrillo  held a special 
meeting




the search and listen to 
their concerns. He also 
met  
with library staff members. 
The district 
advisory  committee was 
composed  of dis-
trict 
employees.
 The representatives 
were  chosen on a 
proportional basis, with larger 
groups having more rep-
resentatives. 
SJTA had seven 
representatives  and seven 
alter-
nates, and the administrators 
association,  which rep-
resents 
school
 principals, had six of each.
 These mem-
bers were chosen
 from schools in various 
geographical
 
areas of the district. 
District admulistrators from the 
central office and 
several organizations of 
classified  personnel were also 
represented
 on this committee. 
Even before the committes
 were appointed, Carrillo 
had met with district




organizations  and community 
groups, seek-
ing information on the 
strengths  and weaknesses of the 
district to 
use in developing the 
recruitment  brochure. 
He held 




 as well as open 
meetings  for the com-
munity in three district locations.
 
The brochure he 
developed,  terming itself "An 
An-
nouncement of a 
Unique
 Challenge," listed some
 of the 
major problems of the district,
 including the bankruptcy 
issues, low morale, 
declining enrollment and 
reductions  
in programs and services. 
The 
selection  criteria, noted in the brochure, 
led Car-
rillo to talk about the 




 on water." 
Cortines,
 who received a three-year contract, with re-
newal options, at an 
annual salary of $72,000, doesn't 




likes  a challenge. 
As superintendent




from 1972-78 and again 








 and court -ordered busing.
 In 1978, he 
was 
fired by a conservative 
board, but rehired a year
 
later by a new 
board.  He is regarded 





He was one 
of five fi-
nalists
 selected by 
the 
board from 










































a couple of dozen new voices to 
jazz and they're all his." 
Wednesday,






 Office, 277-2807 
Students: Advance 
$5.00, at door $6.00
 
General: Advance  
$6.00. at door $7.00 
Vtj 
The three 
members of this committee spent the week-
end 
of March 24 reading the papers of the 83 
candidates 
for the post. They were guided
 in the screening process by 
criteria developed by the board and the 
advisory  commit-
tees. 
The advisory committees also developed
 a set of 
questions to be 
asked of the five finalists, each of whom 
spent a day in the district during the week of April 9. Dur-
ing this time, each finalist not only met and talked with 
district personnel, but also met in separate interview ses-
sions with each committee and the board. 
The committee interview sessions were open to the 
public. Several members of the board also sat in 
on
 the in-
terview sessions to observe the interaction between the 
candidates and the community. Board member Jean 
Brady expressed pleasure with this part of the process. 
"It was a big 
help  to me as a board member," she 





 a counselor at SJSU, is the newest 
member of the board, appointed in March after 
the resig-
nation of Lee Sturtevant. He also said the opportunity to 
observe the 
candidates  during these interviews helped 
him 
make  his decision. 
Roger Evans, a high school 
teacher
 in the district, 
was not a 
member  of either of the committees, but he at-
tended interview sessions with three of the 
candidates.  He 
said he was impressed with 
the quality of the questions 
asked by the committee members and the quality of the 
candidates.
 
At every step, Carrillo monitored the
 process. He at-
tended 
committee  meetings, laying out the tasks, observ-
ing the committees' work and 
making  clear to them their 
roles.
 
"You see, most people wouldn't try this," Carrillo 
said, "but my area of expertise for over
 20 years has been 
the whole area 
of community involvement." 
He said the object of the search 
process was to pre-
sent
 opportunities for meaningful involvement, while 
making clear the limits of 
what he called the sandbox. 
"How much sand have I got in 
my box?" Carrillo 
said. "And what is it that I can do, and what is it  that 1 
cannot do?" 
The committees' tasks were clearly laid out, and 










proposal  at any time, al-






has  used a 
similar process 
before,  but 
he described this one as 
"far more extensive and 
far more involving and far 
more time-consuming, be-
cause of the nature of the 





ness of the process pro-
posed by Carrillo was an 
important 
factor in his se-









in the district over 
the last several years
 - the 
suspicion 
that
 things were 

















































































































































































































 for their 





 the board 
was  
the 




stage, he said. 
The 







filed  suit, 
protesting  the 
district's 
bank-



























room the night 
the announcement




 of the audience












 I was hop-
ing for it (Cortines' 
appointment)." 
Carrillo  appeared 
weary  but pleased 
as
 he listened to 
Cortines'
 response to his 
enthusiastic
 reception. 
"I'm excited to 
be
 here," Cortines said, 
"because  I 
think there's 
great opportunity for us 
to
 make a statement 
about  our school system, that we 













Wheels & Deals, 
the world's first and
 largest , 
service exclusively for private party 
vehicle  ' 
sales, has combined its San Jose
 and Mountain 
View  operations at one location. 
Now, all of 




 than 200 
vehicles  all displayed
 at 
one large
 South Bay 
location  of Wheels
 & Deals. 






















































































































































































































































































 a court certified
 cult 
expert,
 said last 
fall, stu-
dents he 
had  dealt with re-









ogy and practices 
centered  
mainly on three things: 
Maranatha's Bible 
study guides written by 
Weiner and his wife, Rose. 
Brian Onken, senior re-
search consultant for 
Christian Research Insti-
tute in El Toro, 
Calif.,  said 
at the time of the meetings, 
he 
was concerned about 
the books because "they 
seemed to indicate the 
church could become 
God." 










who is also a sociology pro-
lessor at Westmont College 

















































































said  last 
fall  that 
when  she 



































































































ng, Weiner said. 
Clark 

































 he had 
said.  
Clark 









 a ten 
dency



















 do not 
believe 



























 in their 
ministry." 



















Alle  said the 
committee  








documents  that 

















ture of the 
group; 

































demic dean at Northeast-
ern Bible





cies because they had no 
access to Maranatha's re-
cords. 
History 
The controversy is 
rel-
atively 























man  was 
earning
 A's and 





 She belonged 
to a sorority and her 
mother described her 
as
 a  
warm person
 who was 
close








 after being at-
tracted to 
their  zeal 
toward
 
serving  God. As 
weeks pro-
gressed. 
though,  she 
found  








could  no longer read 
newspapers,  
watch  TV, 
and I couldn't
 see friends," 
Tillman 




 out of her
 sorority 
because









 week to five, 
lasting 












her mother noting 
that Dee Dee would "walk 
around with this phony 
smile that said, 'I'm 
all 
right,' but her emotion and 




slip and the 
Tillmans  hired 
Clark






 of problem 
cases followed. Charles 
Moeller, a student
 at the 
University
 of Michigan, 
language




































group.  Bjornstad 
said that 
because
 of the 
require-
ments,  the 
statement  could 
replace



















 doing. It's 
innocent  
manipulation 




Northeastern  Bible 
College  
was held 
hostage in his fa-
ther's basement










sity of Michigan chapters 
seceded from the group. 
Pastors began 
leaving in-
cluding Mike Caulk from 
the University of Michi-
gan, Robert 
Pierce from 
Arizona State University, 
Bobby Bonner from Uni-
versity of Houston,
 Stuart 
Small from University of 
Arizona, and Steve Jelli-
corse from Ohio State Uni-
versity. 
While some were leav-




were not, saying the
 orga-
nization was concerned 
only with the expansion of 
the church and
 not with the 
individuals.
 
"Greatest emphasis is 
placed 
upon
 building the 
'army of God,' rather than
 
developing
 the 'family of 
God,' 
"Moeller
 had said. 
At the time, members 
claimed 
intimidation  tac-
tics. One girl known only as 
"Carolyn" 
said she was 
pressured into being bap-
tized 
by being forced to sit 
by  a 
bathtub
 "for months." 
Ex -member Myatt said she 
was delivered from a spirit 
of selfishness for not iron-
ing her pastor's shirts 
more 
willingly.  Bob Ted-
ford, a KSU 
student, said 
he was forced to "speak in 
tongues"




tions that one can commu-
nicate with God in another 
Bjornstad
























































hasn't  had 
the 



























Many of the 
problems 
students 


















rejects  the 
"cult" 







Ted  Doss had said 
those 
who see the group 
as a cult 
are "altruistically moti-
vated."  but have 
"heard 
one 
side of several 
stories 
without 
bothering  to 
chcck  





 many of the 
charges of 
ex -members. 
Nick Pappis, Myatt's 
pas-
tor at the 
time  she was in 





claims of false healings. 
Enjoy 
the 
flexibility  we 
can  













PBX  File Clerks  
P -A/R  

































































































rently the KSU 
pastor,  said 
last





was largely influenced by 
Frank Tillman, 
Dee  Dee 
Tillman's
 father who was 





Tillman was Catholic, he 
resented his 
daughter  







 evidence at 
the grievance hearings to 
keep Maranatha on the 
KSU campus, but
 it was ig-
nored. 
Campus chapters are 
not always indicative of the 
group as a whole. The 
SJSU
 chapter differs be-
cause it 
doesn't
 operate out 




 others do. Its 
meetings are held twice 
weekly. 
Chapters
 also tend 
to take on the personality 
of their
 leaders. Allen Wil-
liams, pastor of the 
SJSU  
chapter,  who has since left 
and been replaced by Bob 
Fraser, has said the chap-
ters he's been in charge of 
have 
a more gentle tone to 
them. 
Despite the differences 
though, the chapters are 
all in agreement on 
doctri-  
nal cohesion, Williams also 
said. If he were to deviate 
in the teachings, he would 
be reprimanded strongly 
and may 
even  be asked to 
step down from the min-
istry, he said. 
The running 
thread  
through a majority of the 
cases is whether 
members  
are making decisions of 
their own freewill,
 or if the 
leadership structure is too  
pervasive, with religious
 
coercion by elders in-




pends on who is 
asked.
 In 
the Tillman Case, 
Godwin  
said Dee Dee Tillman was 
forced and coerced out of 
the group. She 
contended 
she was 
deceived  into the 
group. 
Ad hoc committee 
evaluation,
 1983-84: 
On Jan. 5, 1984, a com-







was  mailed to the organi-






and the three other corn-
mittee 
members were 
"highly critical" of Mar-
anatha , a 
following  report 
stated. 
This review 
was sent to 
Maranatha prior to public
 
notice to 
get a response 
from the group. 
It also 
evaluated the 
group as a 
whole, not by specific cam-
pus chapters.
 
According to the 
com-
mittee's final statement, 
issued May 8, Maranatha 
criticized the
 evaluation 
for focusing on the period 
prior to 1982 instead of the 
post 1982 
period
 and for fo-
cusing on the negative in-
stead of 




tha said the committee 
had 
failed to abide by review 
guidelines set down in the 




 Maranatha differed 



































logy. . ." 
"Although 
MCM  seeks 
to 
regard the









































begins  as drug 
rehabilita-










 in the midwest
 and south begin
 eg, 
panding








begins.  The 
church almost doubles in 
size, 
moving 




 out. At the












 first appears at 





 for Mar, 
anatha,










 grows to 35 
members. -
1984: Ad hoc 











 would not 




Greg Hi II,laN  



























































































 John Venturino 
Tell people you are going 
hosteling  and expect reac-
tions
 varying from 
quizzical  looks to outright
 suspicious 
*tares to words questioning
 your mental soundness.
 
In Europe hostels are 




 the unique pleasures
 of hosteling are un-
iriown
 to most. 
Hostels are like hotels 
as
 places where travellers 
.stay, 
but  that's as far as the 
similarity  goes. Unlike ho-
tels, hostels offer the 
opportunity  to meet people from
 
every part of the
 world in a family -like setting. 
Rather 





 can sit around large common 
rooms, and share dorm 
:jooms filled with bunks. 
Instead  of going out for meals or 
golfing room 
service, hostelers can 
share home -cooked 
Is prepared 
in common kitchens stocked with all the 
ed utensils. 
o encourage
 travellers to get out
 and explore the 
unding area, hostels 




 to 4:30p.m. 
erhaps the most 
attractive
 feature of hostels 
is an 
age 
overnight  right of about $5, 
compared  with hotels 
ging $60 and up. 
ndrea Brewer has been 
involved  in hosteling for the 
10 
years,  having travelled  
extensively through 
Eu-
staying in hostels along 
the  way. She currently 
s as 
hostel  operations 
manager








 as a means to "bring 
different 
le, different cultures, together
 so hopefully they will 
like each 
other."  The ultimate 
goal, Brewer said, 
is 
mote 
world peace and 
understanding. 
osteling  offers the 
traveller the 
chance
 to "broaden 
ons" 
through
 exposure to "an 
international  commu-
ou can't find in a 
hotel," Brewer said. 
   
concept of the 
hostel
 was born in the 
hinterlands of 
any in 1909. A 
German  school teacher
 named Rich-
hirrman 
wanted a place 
to
 take urban 
youngsters  
e them to the 
beauty
 of the wilderness.
 
J. 
Dean  Mt 
C10,1.,,,, 




































Norbert  W. 




WITH THIS AD 
(New 
Patients  Only) 
Coupon
 Expires 5/3 1 /84 
The hostelers
 handbook picks up the narrative. 
"So, when Schirrmann 
was appointed administrator 
of a museum in a 12th Century castle called  Burg Altena 
in Westphalia, he turned some of the castle's rooms into 
dormitories for his hikers. The idea spread. and . . . by 
1910 there were 17 hostels in Germany." 
Hosteling came to the United States in 1934 when 
school teachers Isabel 
and Monroe Smith established a 
hostel in Northfield, Massachusetts. By 1940 there were 
243 hostels across the country. 
After a brief decline during World War It, hosteling in 
America resurged. Today, after 50 years, there
 are some 
300 hostels, and the 
American Youth Hostels organization 
boasts more than 100,000 members. 
   
A fact hostel officials and volunteers like to tell you is that 
not a penny of public funds have been 
spent  on hostels. 
Strictly speaking it's true, although many hostels are do-
nated buildings on public 
lands.  
American Youth Hostels, presiding over its regional 
councils, is always looking for locations to expand the hos-
tel network. According to Golden Gate Council member 
Lew Litzky, there are 
numerous  possibilities for future 
hostels; the problem is convincing local residents to allow 
the 
hostels  in. 
"People seem to have an 
ill-conceived
 notion hostels 
are a place for bums and tramps to stay," Litzky 
said. "They think hostels are  havens for drug addicts, hip-
pies, sex orgies." 
In fact, the opposite is true. 
Hostelers are expected to refrain from alcohol and il-
licit drugs while in the hostels. In 
addition,
 a brief chore 
must be performed, such as sweeping out a room, clean-
ing a bathroom 
sink or vacuuming a carpet. 
"It takes
 a special kind of person to adhere to these 
restrictions," Litzky said.




The typical hosteler is college 
educated,  and is travel-
ling for the educational,
 as well as the recreational, expe-
rience. 
The name "youth hostel" 
is somewhat misleading. 
Originally 
conceived  as places for young people 
to stay 
under the dutiful eye 
of
 house parents, the "youth" in 
youth 
hostel
 has come to mean "youthful
 spirit." 
   
Nestled amid graceful 
redwoods  in the Santa Cruz Moun-
tains west 
of
 Saratoga, in a tranquil, 
fern -carpeted rain 
forest, is a 
huge log cabin built in 1908.
 Walking up the 
stone -paved walk one can 
only  imagine this as the home
 
of 
some  mythic, mountain 
king.  It is a magical place
 
which induces
 visions of wee forest 
folk  alluring 
nymphs,
 shy (aeries 
and gnomes. 
In 
contrast to the splendor
 of the mountain 
hall,  a 
lighthouse
 stands on the Pacific
 coastline just south of 
Pescadero
 defying the unrelenting




 to passing ships, 
and  in days passed a 
steam -driven horn 
blared  through fogs no 
beam could 
penetrate.
 The mind's eye
 sees crusty 
graybeards  in pea-
coats and 
dungarees  telling of mighty 
whales  and great 
storms. 
These places are not
 of bygone days seen 
only in the 
pages of area 
history.
 They are two Bay 
Area
 Hostels 
waiting  to be 
experienced. 
Located  about six miles 
west of Saratoga on 
Highway 
9 in the Sanborn
-Skyline
 County Park, the
 Sanborn Hostel 
was established 
five years ago. The




Youth  Hostels 
obtained
 a 20-year 
lease 
on the historic 
old cabin at the
 rate of Si a 
year.  
However,  the 
cabin
























spending  a 
paltry 
$60,000 on 





volunteers  who 
cater weddings
 at the 













travellers  from 
47 states and 
42 foreign 













 where it 
juts 
out  into the 
Pacific.  It is the 




and prior to 1972,
 when it be-
came fully
-automated, 
the  facility 
was




The  Coast 
Guard
 still owns 
the prop-
erty, and





agreement  with 
the Coast Guard
 and the state
 
Department
 of Parks 
and  Recreation. 
   
Just a 
few miles north 
of Sanborn, on 
a working farm 
in 
Los  Altos Hills, is 




 in 1939, making 
it the oldest 
continuously
 oper-
ating hostel in the 
United  States. 
Hostel manager
 Ben Weaver, 





tells visitors of 
the history of 
the ranch,





 with idea of 
being  a stew-
ard of the
 land rather than 
the owner. He 
maintained  an 
open-door 
policy,  allowing 






 rustic cabins to 
allow 
hikers a place to stay 
overnight while 
exploring
 the hills. 
When news 
of
 impending war and the 
persecution of 
German Jews at 
the hands of the Nazis 
reached  Duvenick 
in the late 
30s,  he began sponsoring 
Jews  to allow them to 
emigrate
 to America. Upon arriving
 he would provide for 
them on the ranch until 
they  got on their feet. 
It 
is this spirit of sharing and of 
community
 for the 
betterment of life that is the 
essence  of hosteling. 
Weaver 
summed  it up, quoting Duvenick, who is now 
in his 
90s. 
"A window to the world for the local community, and 
a window to the local 
community
 for international travel-
lers."
 
   
In addition to the Pigeon
 Point Hostel, the Golden Gate 
Council
 operates hostels up the coast in the 
Montara 
Lighthouse, in San Francisco's Fort 
Mason,  in the Mann 
Headlands, and Point Reyes. (Hidden 
Villa and Sanborn 
operate under the Central 
California Council). 
Situated within
 20 to 30 miles of each other, the hostels 
lend themselves to a cycling tour. If the idea of such a 
tour, or a tour using some other form of 
transportation,
 
interests you, call the Golden Gate Council 
at (415) 771-
4646. They would 
be happy to help plan the trip. 
The hostels also take reservations for groups, and en-
courage  organizations to take advantage of the facilities 














 in the Student Union May 
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Lighthouse (above), open as a 
hostel since 1980, lies on the rugged Peninsula 
coastline five miles north of Half Moon Bay. 
The compound was built in 1875 to house Coast 
Guard 
personnel
 who a tended the beacon and 
the
 steam -driven fog signal
 located in the 
building 
behind the tower. 
Earl
 the elephant 
seal (left)
 points out the board
 listing chores 
hostel guests 
perform  after 
staying
 overnight. 
Typical  chores 
include  sweeping,
 vacuuming 
carpets,  and 
mopping









the  second 
tallest
 lighthouse






 Located five 
miles south of 
Pescadero on 
Highway  1, the















































































































































































































































































































said  he plans
 to open 
an
 additional
 center in 









designed  to 
help couples
 on both 

























to a recent 
Newsweek  article,
 
there are 40 
waiting  couples
 for every 
available  child. 
For  a fee of 
anywhere




 income, an 
adopting  couple can
 join the 
center. The fee, 
according to 
Rappaport,
 goes toward 
helping the couple 
create a resume, 
providing them 
with
 a list of gynecologists
 and physicians to 
send





 stressed that these services
 help locate 
a child to adopt, but that
 the ultimate responsibility of 
obtaining a child belongs to 
the  adopting parents. 
The fee also helps pay for 
out-of-state advertise-
ments in newspapers 
and magazines. Edward 
Schairer said out-of-state
 advertising is important be-




advertising  is "to choose states that are conserva-
tive, where independent adoption isn't very well 
known." 
"I: turns out that most agency people (in these 
states) treat pregnant women who come to them in a 
bad way. They really lay a guilt trip on them. This nat-
urally turns off the women, so they look for some alter-
native,"  he said. 
Rappaport 
said  once a couple joins the center it 
usually takes six months to a year to find an infant to 
adopt.
 
The Schairers I ye been looking for 18 months, but 
feel they have becor agressiye about it only in the 
past 
year.  
Most indepentle,1t adentions are "open adoptions" 
































































































are the S 
me 
ents can have as much, or as little, contact with each 
other
 as they want, 
Rappaport  said. 
Phillip Adams, the 
Schairers'  attorney, has been 
arranging 
adoptions for the past 30 
years.
 He said it is 
important not to confuse




a black market adoption a 
child  is illegally 
given 
to
 a couple for a fee. In an open adoption 
the 
adopting party may pay 
birth -related expenses but all 
the money must be 
accounted  for. 
In the state of California open adoptions are
 legal. 
When adopting
 a baby the parents can take the infant 
home from the hospital soon after it is born. 




 her parental rights within 45 days 
of the child's birth . The decree is then finalized
 six 
months from date the petition 
for adoption has been 
filed. 
The birth mother can 
legally
 change her mind be-
fore 
the decree is signed. If this happens, Adams
 said 
almost always 
it ends up in a court battle between the 
adopting parents and the natural parents.
 
Adams said that out of the hundreds of adoptions 
he has been involved in, only three birth 
mothers  have 
tried to get 
their babies back. The courts ruled in favor
 
of the adopting 
parents
 in all three cases. 
In most adoption cases the 
court  tries to decide 
what would be best for the child, Adams said. 
The Schairers said they realize there are risks in-
volved in adopting independently.
 However, they said 
they are not worried the birth mother will change her 
mind since it does not happen
 very often. 
"One thing that bothers me is that there are so 
many girls who get pregnant who may not realize that 
this is an option. There are a lot of us who would do 
anything just to have one small baby," Cary Schairer 
said.  
In the Schairers' house a room is set aside for the 
baby they
 are hoping to get soon. 
"People think that by 
giving up a child that it's an 
unwanted child. It's not an unwanted child. They are 
extremely 
wanted,"  she said. 
Scott Hurd is an example of a child who was ex-
tremely wanted and received by his adoptive parents 
just eight months 
ago.
 
Jan and Lee Hurd, of 
Willow Glenn, found their 
"little miracle"(as Jan refers to him) through the In-
dependent Adoption 
Center.  
The Hurds, who already have one adopted son ( not 
adopted through the center), wanted to  finds brother 
or sister for David, now three years old. 
Shortly after their search began, and after sending 
out hundreds of resumes,
 the Hurds were put in con-
tact through the center with Cindy Martinson. 
Martinson was a divorced mother of two, six 
months pregnant with a third
 child. 
Jan Hurd said Martinson
 was going through her 
second divorce 
and  could not see leaving 
her newborn 
infant with a 
babysitter  for eight hours a day while 
she 
worked.  
She said Martinson felt it 
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Navy 
and 





















































































to the child and that





were  at the hospital the 
day Scott was 
born.
 Jan Hurd has a photo
 album with pictures 
of 
Martinson holding 






 said she feels it 
is important to be 
open with 
her sons about their 
adoptions.  
"I don't
 want to have them 
go searching for it.
 I 
want
 to be really open
 about it. I don't 
have  fears about 
them wanting to 
find their birth 
parents,"
 she said. 
Martinson
 and the Hurds
 keep in touch 
with  each 
other. Hurd said 
Martinson's two 
boys  come over and 
play with her 
two  boys and 





 to Hurd, there is 
never  any question 
about
 who Scott's parents
 are. She said with 
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Scott ( in 
crib) and 
David."All






counseling, the transition has been a good one for all of 
them. 
"There's a baby out there for anyone who wants 
one. Nobody is going to do it for you. If you 
want one 
bad enough, you'll tell everyone and sure enough you'll 
get  one," she said. 
The Hurds 
keep





them of their struggle in finding a child to adopt. 
"Babies may come to those who wait. But the ba-
bies left are only gotten 
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During  the late 
19th
 century, the 
land that SJSU 
now  
sits on was 
slated  to be the 
home of the 
state  capitol. And
 
Fifth 
Street,  which 




 to be Main 
Street  a 
street  literally 
leading  
straight
 to the 
capitol.  
But  the land, from
 Fourth Street




Square,  was 
destined  for other
 
things, 
said  Jack 
Douglas,  SJSU 





The land was used for the first normal school in the 
state, he said last week during an 
historic
 walking tour of 
the campus. 
Contrary to what the term 
"normal  school" may con-
jure up, the campus hasn't become any more weird  the 
normal
 school, established in 1869, was a teacher's school. 
Aspiring men and women came here from all over the 
country to be taught how to teach, Douglas said. 
:  . 













 you could go  from grammar school, to high 
School, to college without leaving Washington Square," he 
Said. 
Instead, the campus 
became
 strictly the home of the 
college and, 
as of the early 1970s, the university. 
Douglas pointed out the various styles of buildings 
gracing the campus. 
From
 the mission style of the Men's 
Gym, to the Art -Deco style (a French type of stylized art 
popular in the '206) of the Science Building, to the modern 















He is 76 years old and has been in college 
for over 15 
years, 
but  that hasn't stopped SJSU anthropolgy student 
Witten Harris. 
On May 26, 
the graying grandfather will be popping 
champagne corks and celebrating his graduation along
 
with 
his  fellow seniors. 
"I tried 
to take the easiest classes I could," Harris 
said. 
Although he never got past the 8th grade in elemen-
tary school, Harris said he got inspired to start college 
after attending his son's graduation from 
the University 
of Arizona. 
So in 1968, after being accepted at the University of 
Arizona, Harris moved in to a  dormitory and began his 
studies.  
A carpenter by trade before his retirement, Harris 
began majoring in dendrochronology, or tree ring dat-
ing. 
In 1980 Harris said he "got sick of the hot weather"
 
in Arizona 











 because he was 








 Alan Leventhal 
said  the Anthropol-
ogy 
Department  has tried
 to encourage 
Harris  and to 
accommodate
 him. 
Leventhal said that when Harris transferred to 
SJSU he was depressed. "At times he wanted to give up 
because he thought he was too 
old. We tried to keep him 
going and he bounced back and continued on. 
Leventhal 
said
 Harris has 
been





 He spent the
 past four 
summers  excavating





 members. He 
has  also managed 
part  of the 
archaeology lab in the 
department.  
Harris said he is thinking of getting another degree 
in sociology or gerontology,
 but he isn't quite sure yet. 
"I live from day to day," he said. 
"You 
can't  take your money with you," 
Harris said. 
"But you can take  
your degree with you." 






 Jack Douglas shows
 what Tower 
Hall  looked like in the 




 it's not 
so bad. But
 from any 
other side




























job),  the 
structures  
have  been 
traditionally  







Douglas said it's 
been mentioned that 
SJSU  should re-
serve the 
naming of buildings 
for donors who will 
contrib-
ute money for programs 
or other improvements. 
The problem, however, may be in anonymity for the 
donor. "If it's (a building) named Woolworth, we'll 
know," he said. 
No 






page  II 
Thus, it 
appears to us that 
there is at least the poten-










based on arbitrary allego-
rization 
and unsubstan-
tiated premises, the 
report 




 the potential for a per-
sonal 
"revelation"  can be 
interpreted as  equal to, or 
superior to, 
the Word of 
God. 
Practices: The com-
mittee found several prob-
lems dealing with prac-
tices. Among them: 
Rank and file mem-
bers have not been encour-














sarial relationships with 
families, even among 
Christian  parents. 
As a result of its 
"dating revelation," MCM 
discourages normal dating 
practices,
 citing extreme 
examples
 of sexual mis-
4onduct, "even among 
other  Christians," to jus-
tify its 
stance. 
MCM has the ten-
dency
 to make some indi-
viduals overly dependent 












 University, said 
he 
felt the committee 
was 
not as fair as it 
could have 
been. Farah 
said he and 
Jerry 









 professor of 
the-




 worked well 
with the group. 




fort to "seek the 
Lord."  In 
response to the 
commit-
tee's criticism
 of "spiritual 
elitism" and the 
"dating 
revelation," Farah said 
the group in 
these  areas  re-





"In discipleship, there 
is always the risk of eli-
tism," he said. "But in Ro-
mans 15:1, it says, 'We 
then who are strong need to 
bear the 
infirmities  of 
those  then who are weak 
and
 we try to live by that 
He 
agreed there was 
potential for 
members  to 
become 
overly  dependent 



































the Bible referred 
to as the 
four stages of life: baby; 
children; 
young  men, and 
adults. 
It was up to the 
eld-
ers to lead 




Maranatha's Bible studies 
saying he, Horner, O'Mal-
ley and Maranatha had
 











fault  with 




















 said the 
conclusion 
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understanding of the 
changes MCM claims are 
being implemented, 
and  
until we see more discern-
ible evidence 
of change in 





























 HILLS  
When Mel
 Gibson 
burst  upon 
the movie scene
 in such 
Australian -made 





figured  he 
came from 
Down  Under. 





the real thing. 
But as 





that  Gibson had 
been born in 
Peekskill,  N.Y. 
He 
lived his first
 12 years in 
the United 
States  until 
his  
parents and 
their  10 children
 moved to 
Australia.  
When
 he was here
 last year for




 his accent 
was unmista-
kably 
Australian.  Back 
again  for this 
year's  Academy 
awards, he sounded American. 
"That's
 because 
I've  just made 
two  films as an 
Amer-
ican,"
 he said. "The
 muscularity 
of the mouth 
becomes  a 
habit that is hard
 to change." 
The two 
films  illustrate 
Gibson's  rise as 
an 
interna-
tional star: "The 
River,"
 with Sissy 
Spacek  and "Mrs. 
Soffel," with Diane Keaton.
 
One warm 




 down for an interview.
 
His
 wife and three 
young children had
 left for their 
Sydney  home, 
and
 Gibson would 
join them as soon
 as he 
wound up his obligations.  
Interviews do not seem to be one of his 
favorite pas-
times. He appears 
nervous and impatient, though his an-
swers 
are  responsive. 
"I 
want  people to see 'The Bounty,' and if interviews 
will 
help,  I'll do them,"
 he said. 
"The
 Bounty," is Dino De 
Laurentiis's  $25-million 
version of the 
mutiny




 three times if one 
includes






 as Fletcher Christian, 
played by Clark 
Gable in 1935 and 
Marlon
 Brando in 1962. Gibson
 studied 
with a 
voice  coach to adopt the 




 of the 
17806.
 
Gibson's next film will 
be
 made in his adopted 
land,  
another "road culture"
 film similar to the
 solitary biker 
he played 
in "Mad Max" and
 "The Road 
Warrior."  
Mel 
Gibson  and 
Philip 
Davis  star 
in 'The 
Bounty,'  a remake












































































































































































The game of Frisbee has 
come  a long way since its 




 over 50 years ago. 
Freestyle Frig e 
combines grace, coordination, 
and a lot of practice to perfect different
 tricks. The disc 
must be 
thrown  with a great deal of spin, or "z's,"in 
order to balance it 
on your fingernail. To keep the disc 
spinning, liquid silicon is sprayed on the bottom of the 
Frisbee 
to create a slick surface. 
Fleming Larsen, a physics SJSU student from Den-
mark, enjoys playing freestyle as well as Frisbee Golf. 
Frisbee Golf, similar
 to regular golf, has a course 
set up with 18 "holes" which consist of a designated pole 
or a specially made, chained basket. 
The game of Frisbee
 is becoming more sophisti-
cated as more specialized games, such as Guts,
 Ulti-
mate, and Maximum Time Aloft gain in popularity. 
Professional
 and amateur tournaments are 
held  all 
over the United States and  Europe to promote interest in 
the sport. The World Championships in 
Frisbee usually 
award 
cash  prizes. 
But Frisbee still reigns as the preferred pastime
 of 
the serious beachbums and
 parkgoers everywhere. 
Clockwise from 
left: Fleming Larsen 
executes a 
maneuver  in which he 
contorts 
his right 
shoulder  over 
his  left leg to 
catch 
the Frisbee; top:
 he twists his arm to 
balance
 the Frisbee while 
it








































By Staff and wire reports 
NEW YORK  Summer has a 
reputation as being a 
bad time for job -hunting 
but it's possible to beat the
 odds. 
according to an 








 offers these "sum-
mer-ized" 
suggestions  to help job
-hunters:  
Ignore
 those who urge
 you to save your 
time and en-
ergy for fall. A 
break in the job







 may be caught
 up in the 
acation
 syndrome," but you 
have
 just one objective: to 
1,1nd a job.
 
5Make  every day 
count.





 early on Fridays 
or coming in late on 
t 
days, use those 




I Resist the 
temptation  to take a 
vacation
 yourself. In 
h 
etjob 




 put off by short holiday weeks
  Memorial 
ay, Fourth of July, Labor 





Double-check your "circle of 
contacts"  so you don't 
n 
iss anyone 
who's  been taking time off. 
*If
 the person you call is on 
vacation, leave your 
same. 
but  don't expect a prompt response. When that 
per-
illt's due back, call
 again. 
If the weather's hot and oppressive, 
try extra hard 
to be fresh 
and  cool for the interview. Then keep it focused 







- Capitalize on others' acceptance of 
summer
 as a 
bad job
-hunting time, leaving less competition for thosi 
who persist. 
Jerry Brody, Director of 
the Career Planning and 
Placement Center at SJSU, said there are a 
number of 
filings students can do to increase their chances of 
obtain-
itrg summer employment. 
7,.. Brody suggested that 
students take a look at the sum 
mer job listings in posted in BC
-13.
 There is also a section 
igahe library in BC -13 that has a directory of employer, 
,.slisi hire for the summer.
 Brody emphasized the impor-
tffiftee of folloWittg-up the 
resume with personal contact.
 
7, 
Brody'ilio  said friends, family, and faculty all make 
good employment contacts. 
o - "This should be a 
good
 year for summer jobs,' Brody 
did, "because the economy is a lot better than it was two 
))efirs 
ago."  




 call 277-2816. 
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Militaries  to spend $1 trillion 
WASHINGTON  t AP)  
The world 
will be 
spending  81 trillion

















spending rose to about $820 billion in 1982, 
and will reach about $970 billion
 this 
year, -
t he agency said.
 
Inflation 
was partly responsible for 
the rise, but even in real dollars spending 
is increasing
 an average of 3.1 percent a  
year. It moved up twice as fast in devel-
oping countries as in 
industrialized
 ones, 









their military blocs accounted for 
nearly 75 percent of the arms sold and 
de-
livered from 1972 
to 1982, the period cov-
ered 
in the report. But the U.S. agency 
found a number
 of other countries 
coming  
into prominence as arms 
exports in the 
early 19805: Brazil, 
Israel,
 North Korea, 
South Korea and Turkey. 
Their sales were far 
below the leading 
exporters
 for 1978-1982: The Soviet Union, 
the United States, 
France, the United 
Kingdom, 




 and China. 
The Soviet Union, the
 top arms sup-
plier 
since  1978, held 30.1 percent of the 
arms market in 1980.
 The United States 
was second with 26.2 percent. 
However,. 
the NATO allies led the Warsaw Pact, 47.9 
to 38.3 percent. 
The arms 
control  agency gathered its 
material from a number of sources,  in-
cluding the 
World  Bank and International 
Monetary Fund, the U.S. Agency for Inter-
national Development and the Central In-
telligence Agency. 
For some 
countries,  actual militar% 
outlays probably 
are higher than those re-
ported because
 they tend to understate 
what they spend on arms, manpower, re-
search and 
supplies,
 an agency official 
said. 
Weapons worth $36.5 billion 
were de-
livered in 1982, the last 
year
 surveyed. The 
amount 
accounted
 for about 2 percent 
of 
all 
the trade in the world and was 70 
per-
cent higher than the 
1972 total. 
Middle Eastern countries bought 
nearly half the weapons delivered
 in 1982. 
The region has led all 
others  since 1977 in 
the value of arms imports. The war be-
tween Iran and Iraq prompted a surge in 
1980 after four years of leveling off. 
Saudi 
Arabia ranks first 
in
 the world 
on in 
per capita 
spending  on 
defense,  fol-
lowed by 




 and Libya. 
Israel stands
 first in the percentage
 of 
population  in the 
armed  forces, while 
Oman  spends a bigger 
proportional  share 
of its bddget 
on
 the military than any 
other 
country. Iraq was the




 in military spending





after the mid -1970s 
and  has remained low 
since. Kenneth L. 
Adelman,  head of the 
arms 
control  agency, noted 
in a 
statement. 
But.  Adelman said, the 
reason
 was an 
economic slowdown rather 
than an easing 
of 
tensions.
 "Much of the underlying 




dencies and insecurities in the world  
have not abated," he said 
 
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 President Reagan's de-
cision  
to 
launch  a 
$28  bil-
lion "Star Wars" space 
defense program is ex-
tremely 
dangerous and 
poses "a problem of life 
and death"
 for the Ameri-
can 
and Soviet people, 






period"  between 1945 
and 
1949 when the 
United 
States had a 
nuclear  mo-
nopoly, and the losses suf-
fered
 during the Nazis' 






said the Soviets 
are determined to match 
the United States if it 
goes 
ahead with the pro-
ject . 
"How do we solve 
this problem, which is 
very difficult?" he asked 
late last week in an inter-
view. "With more and 
more money, with more 
and more scientists, 






































and  risk. 





















Caspar  Weinberger said 
last month that the Sovi-
ets 
have been working on 
such a system since 1967 
and 
that
 it is vital the 
United States undertake 
the effort. "If they 
should 
get it first, it would be a 
very, very dangerous 
world," he said. 
But many in 
the 
American scientific com-
munity consider the pros-
pects of a space -based de-
fense dim as well 
as in 
conflict with the 1972 
U.S.-Soviet treaty se-
verely limiting missile 







headed  by Velikkov 
met privately 







































us.  Both of us criticize the 
position of your govern-
ment." 
Of course, he 
said,  
American 
scientists  are 
preoccupied
 with the de-
fense of 





 their own country.
 
And, Velikkov said, 
"American
 scientists are 
generally 
not  very sym-
pathetic to the Commu-
nists' ideas. We are sym-










 Nor, he said, can it 
be foolproof. 





































 for a 
cold  sore 
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 IAN. GARY, 
SOB,  
Mort 1..4vE,  
STEVE.
 












































PLAN -Enroll now, 
Save money. tooth, and eyes For 
information  A S Office
 or cell 
ph00014081371.6811
  
DON'T LOOK ANY Further, BAPTIST 
Slalom  Union is for you Everyone 
is welcome Come loin in a week 
day Bible
 study at 
11 30 on Tune 
daye in the Guadalupe 
Am
 of the 
Student
 Union For details on our 
other Bible studies
 end activities 
on campus. 
call




 only you 
can  
give to 
someone you lora  beautiful 
color portant by John Paulson Pho 
tography 448 2388  
HEALTH INSURANCE, Operefions and 
awnsl rooms cost more than you 
think For health insurance to 
help 
pay soaring hospitalSurgical bills.  
chock with State Form. Ellen Van 
Nortwick. Agent State Fenn Ins . 
97E17171 
HELP IS ON THE Way 
Pilgrim Congre 
gational Church Rov E Gary 
Hoard. Minister 1721 Dry  Crook 
Rd.
 Son Jose 
2646b36
 Let us 
be  part of your life  
LEARNING
 HOW to soul travel acorn 
ing  spiritual nattier and con 
scioos
 dreaming 
ore some of the 
subjects





free information cell Smoke. st 
238-3888  
'REGARD MAN AS A MINE rich in 
gems of 
matinable  al. Educe 
non
 can.  alone. 
case  It to reveal 
its treasures and finale
 mankind 




SUMMER '84 IN PERU Travel to Lima. 
Cusco. 
Machu  Picchu. Amason. 
etc Total 
amnia.




 7 units 
or more 




 Call Dr Memnon 













Autonaticelly  los* 
your  
driver s license Good 
student
 and 
non  smoker 
discounts






 Formica Mara. 
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS 
Christian  Can 
ter Sunday 
Lutheran 10 45 
am. 
Catholic 4 00 and B 00 pm 
Payer  









worship  coast ling 
pro 
grams  and study 
opportunities  
Rev 
Naas  Shires. Fr Bob Hayes. 
St 






 LE CAR 1306 miles 
new  
tires.
 sch masa. $1795M n 
Call 294 7280 or 21311 7012  
76 RENAULT LE CAR. New rah eng 
1 yr wariny ear vend lots a 
tros 52000 
Al 294 01329 
FOR SALE 
CUSTOM AIRBRUSHED T 
*ate We 
Sandpoint sale using 
your Mem 
design or photo W. mit only 
drew cars & 
oaks  we point 
any  
thing on onythingii
 Van morale and 
  Call RAT RIDER
 1400l 
266 1500 
4718  Meridian Ave 
sr Brenham lone Alpha tlet
 Con 
ter Son Jose 
ROYAL T YPEWRIT ER mane, 
63500 Kirby vacua, cleaner 
83500
 Coll 297 7673  
URGENT SALE! 
All interior furnishings 




seat $410000 S peecs adroorn 
sult 9h5000 
B 
pica formal dm 























 238 9809 
HELP WANTED 
AIRLINES HIRING, Stowerd   
 Kam, 514 
s39000 
Worldwide' 
Call for Directory 
Gorda Newsletter
 1 916 944 
44400 




lace alas Various assign 
mats  
ranging  from caricaures 
and  graphics to surf 
designs
 end 
new wave look 
Phone Mike 14061 
249.1600  
CAMERA
 ONE/Camera  3 
premiere  cmn 
emas-downtown
 





for motivated stuants with inter 
est M film acts 279 3647. on 
2nd 5. San
 Carlos St 
COMPUTER 
MKT RESEARCH Firm 
High Tech metier
 r rrrrr ch firm 












opportunity  for per 
son willing to loan
 Flemiblo hrs 
send resume. no calls to 
Gordon 
David. Software Accent
 lot . 2685 
Morena Way. Ste 1320 Mtn 
View. Co 
94043   
COOKS, 




for afinion students AM 
hra part time 737 
0740 
CRUISESHIPS
 HIRING, 118 130.000,
 
Carrara 












well at Guaranteed 
salary plus So 
noses for
 phone soles Days or 
evenings  no 
experience
 Coll 354 
1777 Mr 
Collins  We want you 
EARN
 $50000 per 
1000  envelopes 
stuffed
 Send  self add   
stamped envelope
 to Almon. P 0 






a people person, 
No
 esp req Will 




Eastago Mall 20 
25 hts wk Som. eves
 
&Sar 
Some typing  
call 570 8210  
FULL 
OR








Innovative  new con 
cat 
For  appt .11354 
2004 
FULL 
TIME  Summer Wort. 
Study Stu 
dent 
Clerical  Assistant 
position in 
the Shofar 
































well  @boa 
mm 
n wage 


















Mood. . Some 773 
9291 
IF YOU 
ARE in eeeee ted 
in
 owning oars 
money 
IAVONI  call 









0420'S, E. up 10 20 
hrs 
..1.  Flexible 




















































career opportune..  
today 
Advancement
 is rapid and
 
all promotions are 
from
 within 





tallation profit shoring ad much 
ma* 























 na 00000 
y we train 
Act 
Now!! 


























































lapin  St 
Tech.
 
R&D/ FS / 
Oa , Test vacuum
 tad 
/ cern.






 8333 No 
lac
 not en 




 E San 
Fermin.*  St 
301, S.J 
PART 





be at loest 








04 50 to 
6500 per 
hr






















call  140131 









 St plus comission
 
Coll 
280.7426   
PRE SCHOOL
 TEACHERS,
 creative,  
knowledgable,  
wanted
 to join 
growing day






 Salary nego 
benefite 
Must has 6 
arts E C E 
2452141.







media.  openings 
for  full and pen 
lime Call 
Meg at 286 0083  
RN STUDENTS 11, 
Gradsi P.M°ns  
sail in haw 
core II auto, Give 
us a call for good 
summer ap in 
the fad! N S I 559 8700  
SUMMER WORK,' CWE
 Industries now 
has 100 
full
 11. pt openings 
1127 60 to 1318 
anwk No ea 
naded Call now for 
interview
 * 
ton ear finds 275 9885 be 
twean
 10 AM and 2PM 
only,  
TEACHER 
ASST S -vale pre school 
lac minded
 loving  indv ECE *Irl 
encoura
 PM hrs 1370740 
TELEPHONE 
SOLICITING  PIT Emp 
prel . calling to 
sat app.. 
no sa 
ing 848 3848 
o,847
 7590  
WAITRESS. HOSTESS.
 Dhawaheri 
Minato Stahl Japanea Real 
.617 





for !roan food co 




I IL 9 am Noon Sat 
Steady. 298 4900 Mr Jana 
WEEKENDS EXTRA 
CASH, 94 to 
$ 10/hr bone. 
Hood out flyers 




WHIZ KIDS WANTED, Fiber optic 'LAN 
sten up 





 Valley legend We 
need Sus 
Eng Comp Sc, 
Paw cs Pe Mktg Maas Entre 








 HOUSING, May 26 
Aug 26 





THETA  CHI 
Fraternity  contact 
Glenn or Hippie 
at 279
 9629 or 971
 2531  
PRIVATE 
ROOM







no smoking 297 
7679 
ROOM FOR RENT!
 Jul I completely
 




 II 1/3 obi Cell 269 
5785 or 277 3643  
SUMMER 
HOUSING
 AVAILABLE MAY 
26  Aug 28 567 S Elth
 Sn 
$160 mo 279 9397 ask for 





BE LEGALLY ORDAINED Ira cm-
datials legates your right to the 
title 'Reverend  Write World 
Chritianship, 1818 Sussex,  Clo-
vis. Ca 93612.
  
DEAR CUE Your analine he. carted 
some






amo much° NEZI 
I'M 23 AND A LONELY guy 
looking
 for 
a woman to writ. to during the 
summer If you're interested in 




 P0 Box 
9455. San Jose. Ca. 95157. 
LOOKING
 P080 Fenale commotion to 
form  friendship and to live with  
cerebral
 palsey man Call Brien 
aftorspm at 298 2308  
PREGNANT 
Someone  Cares 
BIRTHRIGHT 
will help you get  
Iree pregnancy test. find a doctot.  
obtain 
faunal ord. find  place for 
you to stay continuo your 
school  
ing If you are pregnant




 will find soma. to 
Innen 
end 








BARE IT ALL. 
Stop  shaving 
...no
 
aliening or using 
chemical  resooli 
tort.









 mamma.  etc I 15 per 
cent discount
 to students and fee 
ulty 
Call 
before June 1. 1904 
and 
get your 
1st appt at 112 price 
"Unwanted 
Hair  Disappears With 
My Care Gwen
 Chelgren R E 
559 3500.
 1845 S 
Bascom  Ave 
C "Hat 
Today.  Gone Tomorrow' 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC' Unwanted 
hair rernowd
















 PREGNANCY TEST 
Introduce yourself  
to our proles 
Nonni friendly low cost health 
...awl.. 
We have  full range 





family  mai 
cune and  psychothorapy
 
deport  




 from SJSU at 15th 
11 
Santa Cars 
Streets  Call Women's 
Community
 Clinic. Inc at 287 
4090 for 
information  and/or ap 
Pointments
 Bring









the  finest 100% cot 
ton dreernsweet
 futons era avail 
able in  ariaty




coats of Pa 












NI budget. Carle 










FOR  A WEDDING photo.), 
rrepcarl If Mete 
ware  
 way you 
could hair 
fanatic










would wont to know more Nan ft 
wouldn
 
I you?  For thie peal 
*even 
yars 
John Paulson s 
tognephy has been doing per thin 
for may couple. Perna* are can 
do the 
sam  o you, Plata call 
John Navin Photography 448 
23136  
MONTE ALBAN 
MEDICAL  Clinic is pro 
aiding ?re wog tea and 
Pap 
arta. A low cat bilingual Spa 
ish 
spatting  clinic offering a full 
rata °tat services
 at a manna 
ble
 Ia.
 are OBOGYN 
abortion  full 
arm prenatal cam. pediatric care.  
premnartiel eleame. personal Injury 
cases.
 physical Moray 
ad
 much 
more Call now. 408 274 2231 
Open 600 700 pm Mon Fri
 
1661 Buratto Dr St DS  
MOVE MOVE THROUGH LIFE wrth Math Con 
fiance, The Math Institute
 offers 
alp In this 
form
 of 3 
sod 
or 6 hour 
intensives Ovacorning
 Meth An 
ay. Arithmetic for Adults. Ban 
Algot.. Geometry. CBE ST or 
ELME Preparation Group and.or 
privote tutoring amiable 1408/ 
295 8068 





mount pans Call for 
apt 9 5 dolly. 10 I Sat INer spe 
Nate in dkrrn suppliers featuring 
Kodak, Ilford Oriental..., I day 
slide process by Kodek Discount 
Cerritos 
Sales. 451 So 4th St 
S J 275-9649  
SEE 
EUROPE  INDONESIA! Fly 
MatininArnsterdom, enjoy Eir  
rope on your own Mop Amster 
dam to Indonesia 29 days  is. 
lands Singapore All Inc! 
13050 00 or fly San 
Fraciscoa
 




SI romana  
bk. rates You keep the negatives 
Call 
14081252  4283  
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. [atm 
tional quality end reliable sera. 
doesn't have to be expensive For 
complete 
coverage  at very affords 
hie rates call anytime 
TANA!  




ACROSS  THE U 5 A End 
Catalan Leaving June Ist call 





fang Mormons.* unlimited travel 
adages for 15,0, 30 day peri 
odd Slating at 919900
 these 
packages are greet for 
mutants  
Call Dan at 277 
2807
 for info 
TYPING 
ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE TYPING 
tht's lops Trust Tony. 
298 
2087 IBM Solectric Avoidable 7 
days moldy All 
work
 guarentood 










thesis  re 
ports.
 etc Sun..., 736 8910  
ACCURATE TYPING 




'award,  porters 
resumes APA 
forrnot rhos. 
typing gen cone 
spondence  and manuscripts win 





Located near Son 
Jose 
Flea Maria Looking forward 
In
 wonting with you 
Off hrs 
830.5,30 MF Ayala% as 6 
wads by ream. Call Jane 251 
5942  
ACCURATE TYPING  that
 Iasi and de 
pendeble IBM correcting alectric 
Work




1445   
AMPARA 5 
EXPERIENCED  Word Pro 
casing Typing Services All kinds 
1214998
 14151 
969  4491 
Scott Blvd San Tomas Epirvy 
ASTRID WORD Processing Reasons 
Me rata. occurat Plck up and 
delivery on campus Call today 
262 2201 
TERM PAPERS thesis, resumes for all 
your typing noods call Perfect Im 
passions 996 3333 student
 
  Located in Campbell 
EASYTYPE SECKTARIAL
 SERVICE 
Reports theses resumes bust 
nose Noon Word processing 




 for all your 






and accurate LOW RATES 
III 25 pg double gazed/ Re 
soma from 15 00 Call Pam at 
247 2601 Located in Sante Clara 
near San Tomas and Monroe 










HELLO STUDENTS, I'm beck again
 to 
type your papas w the same ex 
cellal quality and same low price, 
51 a double spaced ph ad 
ribbon





 COMPUTER SERVICES Is 
located right 
arose  the stoat 
horn SJSU for your conanance, 
We specialize







awe letters. Call ICS at 292 
8461 for an appointment, We 
ha* very cheap rates plus 10% 
Ott
 your first serviced 
INTELLIGENT TYPING Faro. typing 
'editing sarica specialising in 
...denim work Familiar with 
major 
styles  manuals In Mountain 
View with say ace. from High 
ways 280 and 101 Conn. 6 
Klan I151 967 0792 
MASTERPIECE
 TWANG for that Perfect 
Paper,




Login on IBM Selatric Proofrad 
ing grammar and spelling im 
movements  upon request Near 
SJSU Rao  at 207 6050  





 ream.o end 
roan* 
Foot and acc 00000  10*
 %trio Call 
971
 9315  
RESUME 
TYPESETTING.













Mg  IBM Satanic
 
Ill Prompt, neat 
accurate 
$1 25,pege Idoutlo  




THESES  RESUMES for 
all your typing flood* Call Perfect 
Imparessions 
996 3333 Stu 
dent rates Located in Campbell 
TYPING. 
TERM  Papers. eitc Reasons 
bier rota 
Call afar 5 
30 
I, 
RAMIREZ Typing and 
Bookkeepmg  
Saw. 259 3395  
TYPING -THESIS. 
Term papers etc 
Experienced and lost. 
reasonable 










 styles and spa 
cull
 features Era storage






up & dear, 





pen page Morgan Ha 
area Call 779 





 DUE. Don  t 
tane1  
Door worry 
Emergency  s are my 
speciality 














TYPED  right, 










972  9430 ova 
298 4608 days 
WHEN 












 and soar quality
 20 
minutes ant of 
campus Reach us 
in 241 
0503   
WORD PROCESSING Th., ultimate in 
professional typing Guaranteed 
error Ira Riasonable Haat 
rotes Pick up 
End delivery await 








area DHL 1.000 word pro 
cessor. IBM correcong *electric 
medical and tape transcription 
ICarnpall areal 
Easy ace. oll 
...ay Call Nancy 
at




 S J 
flowage grad exp with Mosel 
faunas reports. etc 
Minotog  
from comas 
It you care Nan 
am 
papers  cell Me INoto Word 
288 4043 





 280 1000 You can 
also come
 in






 etc 3 
terminals








 wit?,  
3 
hr rata Open 
wakends  and 
Garage 
WORDSWORTH  in 
SUNNYVALE
 





cover loners con Include Nam 
merging








uotie form %radial paha paper 
8 envelop. and various
 iya 
Styles aviible Fast 
and  occurs. 
turnaround 
Upgrade your written 
work w class














 on one day 









4 len. r3 80 
14 50 04 65 
b Lines 54 50
 
05 20 55 55 
Lin. 0520 85 90 
96210 
t erh Additional



































5 9 Lows 
94000  10 
14 Lines 555 























Print Your Ad Hors 
'Coon, orOptax,rnotelv  30* t lees sod 







SIN CREEK NOM, GOMM 
OR Can ID 
SPAR IAN DAIL VII 







an Jose Cato/nos 
95192  
Dors  
arrei Lai Leal Imlo 
MIR  





























 from page 1 
to 
see  the elections I wasn't 
alone. . ." 
someone yelled 
out,




Further pressed on the 
issue, Zschau
 said, "The 
people of El Salvador were 




lots. I don't think we can 
take that away from 
them." 










 in all 
depart-








"If we want 
to improve 
that situation, 
we have to 
realize that 
that kind of 
pressure 
is
 not going 
to 
help,"  he said. 
A man in the 
audience 
who
 identified himself as a 
Vietnam veteran,




"pushed from Right to 
Left 
by 
Reagan,"  noted 
that
 the 





 to those which 
took 
place
 just prior to Viet-
nam.
 He said Reagan 
might push the United 





"It's just not going to hap-
pen," he said. 
Another heckler re-
sponded, "Not at least until 
he's re-elected." 
Zschau turned the talk 
to the current economic 
strength of this country. 
"We're now in the 
midst of the 
strongest eco-
nomic recovery in 20 





 played a major
 role in 
guiding the 



















 are things I 
agree with the 
president  on 
and 






went  on to say that 
the important 





disagreements  with 




Zschau  left, Leip-
zig said he felt the 
presen-
tation was




critics  in the 
audience.  He 
said he thought






present,  but 
they were 
just











"You'll  find those 
same 
15
 people holding 
up
 







scheduled to speak 
before  
Zschau, but was 
late be-
cause he thought the rally 
started  an hour later then 
it did, he 
said. The lack of a  








He based this 
statement
 on the reasoning 
that 
more
 people show up 




















tume Shop will 
hold  its an-
nual 










Room 101. For more infor-
rm 
mation call Eliza
 Chugg at 
277-2772.
 









from  9 




















 the high-tech 
choice  
By Wendy Stitt 
Presidential candidate Gary Hart 
is in favor of 
high technology and 




Computers, Hart is favored 
among the high-tech
 businessmen in 
Silicon Valley. 
Wozniak spoke Monday at a Gary 
Hart campaign 
reception, in favor of 
Gary Hart's campaign for President
 of 
the United States. 
Also speaking in favor of Hart's 
candidacy, was Marcos Diaz -Infante,
 
vice chairman
 of the Santa Clara 
County Democratic Minority Coalition. 
He is also the vice chairman of the 
Western Cattlemen's Association. 
Wozniak and
 Hart spoke before an 
audience of about 45 people in the Stu-
dent Union Guadalupe Room, express-
ing their 





said even though he is not 
an expert about economic issues, he is 
interested in Gary Hart's candidacy 
and personality.
 
"Gary Hart has 
a lot of common 
sense positions," said Wozniak in refer-
ence to Hart's stand on arms control. 
Hart is in favor of a bilateral nuclear 
freeze and the Salt II 
agreements,  Woz-
niak said. Hart is also interested in 
re-
storing economic growth. 
Wozniak said Hart also 
advocates 
protection for our environment and is 
the 
prime sponsor for
 solar energy and 
federal tax credits, he said. 
Wozniak said he 
favors Hart's ide-
als of military 
spending.  
"More and more, bigger
 and big-
ger doesn't necessarily mean
 better 
militarily" he said. 
On other issues, he said Hart sup-
ports the 
Equal  Rights Ainniendment 




There is a shift towards
 mathemat-
ics,
 computers, and science in educa-
tion today, but we are falling 
behind  the 
Japanese  
in
 those areas, Wozniak said. 
"We've got to give it (education) more 
attention other than words." 
, Wozniak said he is not a political 
person, and is the type who says he will 
never vote in any 
election. But, he said 
he feels Hart is a good candidate for the 
presidency.  
Hart was the first presidential can-
didate  to refuse money from political 
action groups, and because of that he 
can look at issues and 
weigh  them, said 
Wozniak. 
Also speaking in favor of Hart's 
presidential candidacy 
was  Marcos 
Diaz -Infante. 
Diaz -Infante discussed Hart's posi-
tion on Latin 
America.
 According to 
Diaz -Infante, Hart believes that Latin 
America is not
 a country of commu-
nism, but
 one of poverty. 
"Hart is sensitive to the
 needs of 
the
 Spanish people," said Diaz
-Infante.  
He said Hart was the only 
presidential  
candidate to refer to 
Hispanics as His-
panics. Diaz -Infante
 said that apart 
from being 
charismatic,  Hart does not 
speak 
with  a sense of emotion. 
He speaks with a 
sense of reason, 
Diaz
-Infante said. 
Hart  has definitive, new ideas,
 he 
added,  and he has a deep 
understand-
ing of 
the ecomonic roots in 
Latin  
America.  
The speakers were presented
 to the 
campus by Tau Delti 
Phi  and students 
with 
Hart. The reception 
was partially 
funded  by the Associated
 Students. 
Ad students
 win competition 
By Jessica Paioff 
The 
invitation to 
"Take a look at Tandy" 
has won a 
team  of SJSU ad-
vertising
 students the op-
portunity to take a trip to 
Denver to compete against 
14 other schools in the na-
tional American Advertis-
ing Federation's Student 
Competition on June 3. 
This year's annual 
AAF 
competition  had stu-
dents across the 
nation 




for Tandy/Radio Shack's 
TRS 
80 computers. 
The  presenters for the 
winning team are 
Dolly Di -
Naito, 
Charles  Simon, Paul 
Turounet, 
Sylvia Wasmer 
and Tony Taylor. 
The  other 
team 
members are Julia 
Tung,  












 of the 
remain-
ing 





































came up with a new logo 
for Tandy and a new 
theme: 'Take a look at 
Tandy.'"
 
At SJSU, the annual 
AAF competition becomes 
part of an advertising cam-
paign class. This group 
beat out eight other groups 
of ten or more people each 
to go on to the regional 
competition, where they 
won out against San 
Fran-
cisco State and Fresno 
State.
 
Each group submits a 
plan, or "book,"




agency submits to a client 
when they're 
trying
 to win 
their 
business," Simon 
said. "We tell them how 
we're
 going to use their 
money."
 
In 1977, a group from 





Rold  Gold pret-
zels, 
and in 1980
 an SJSU 
group placed 




AAF will pay travel 
fare for the five 
presenters  
to 
attend  the national 
com-
petition












Net ha Thacker 
More than
 half the 
stu-
dents 
polled  in a 
recent 
survey at SJSU 
could not 

















 in politics ranging 
from
 
"some" to "a great deal." 
Only 38 of 318 students, 
or 12 percent
 of those sur-
veyed, could answer  five 
questions  about political 
leaders correctly.
 The 
questions asked students to 
name the current 
governor
 
of California, the current 
U.S. vice president and the 
term 
of office for a U.S. 
senator, in addition to 




survey,  designed 
to measure levels of politi-




conducted  by students in 
Lecturer 
Ken Smortsen's 
Politics and Public Opinion 
class. 
The  majority of the 
students surveyed were be-
tween the ages of 18 and 24, 
and the 
respondents were 
almost equally divided be-






 Science, which in-
cludes political 
science  
majors, were the most 
knowledgeable.
 Engi-
neering majors generally 
had the lowest scores. Stu-
dents in the School of Hu-
manities  and the Arts also 
had lower scores on most 
of the questions. 
The weakest 
area  of 
knowledge for
 students in 
every 
school  was the U.S. 








California,  although half of 
those
 enrolled in the School 
of Science, which includes 
such subjects as chemis-
try, geology and physics, 
answered  correctly. 
Students
 in the School 
of Science and the School of 
Applied Arts and  Sciences 
scored 
well
 on most of the 
five 
questions.  outscoring 
Hcw 






in Political Science 
1 3 ?. asked 
31
 8 SJSU 
students to 
narke





California,  the 
vice  pres-
ident  of the 
United
 States and 
Cali-
fornia's
 U.S. senators. Below 
are 
the  percentages of 
correct  answers 
in the various schools:
 
kW, 






Social Science 69% 
92% 
92%  36. 
Science 
67% 










54% 25% 0 
HumanitiesrArts 31% 
54% 46% 19% 
Total 17% 91%
 71% 40% 




 of them. 
Only 36 percent of those en-
rolled in the social sciences 
could correctly identify the 
senators.
 
The survey results in-
dicated 
that  political inter-











Only 16 percent of the 
freshman 
indicated  "a 
great deal" or "quite a lot" 
of interest in politics, com-
pared to more than 40 per-
cent of the seniors and 
graduate students sur-








compared to 36 
percent of 
the freshman. 




as either moderate 
or liberal. 
The  majority of 




although 16 percent identi-
fied 
themselves  as Inde-
pendents. Seventy-eight 
percent of the conserva-
tives identified themselves 
as Republicans. 




 as being very con-




 Twenty percent 
identified with the Inde-
pendents











































with the Republican Party. 
The survey concluded 




 those in the liberal 
arts 
and social sciences, 
who tend to 
be more lib-
eral.  
In the School of 
Ap-
plied Arts and Sciences, 
41 
percent
 of the 
students  
identified  themselves 
as 
liberal or very 
liberal,
 











half  of 
the students 
identified 
themselves  as moderates, 










 only 318 of 
the more than 
20,000 SJSU 
students were polled, the 
survey takers believe it is a 
representative sampling of 
the student 
population.  Al-
icia Tippets, one of the stu-
dents who worked
 on the 
survey,
 said in national 
surveys a sample
 of 1,500 is 
considered 
representative. 
The U.S. senators ate 
Alan Cranston 
and  Pete 
Wilson, the San Jose 
mayor is Tom
 McEnery, 
the governor of California 
is 
George  Deukmejian, and 
the vice president of the 
United
 States is 
George  
Bush. The term of office 
for a 
U.S. senator is six 
years. 
A 
